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The aim of this research is to classify the types of deixis are used by 
English teacher of the tenth grade students of SMA N 4 Surakarta in the academic 
year 2019/2020 during teaching learning process. 
 This research used descriptive qualitative method. The subject of the 
resaerch was the English teacher of the tenth grade students of SMA N 4 
Surakarta. The technique of collecting data used by the researcher was 
observation. After collecting the data, the data were analyzed through some 
stages, namely transcribing the recorded data into written data, classifying the 
data based on the types of deixis, giving codes for each datum, analyzing the data 
and interpreting them to answer the research problems.  
The result of the research showed that the total of deixis used by the 
English teacher of the tenth grade students of SMA N Surakarta were 444 from 
183 utterances. The mostly types of deixis obtained in teaching learning process 
were person deixis with 326 words, the second types were is social deixis, with 42 
words, the third types of deixis that applied in teaching learning process was 
spatial deixis with only 39 words, the fourth types were is temporal deixis, with 
21 words and the least is discourse deixis, with 15 words. The implication of the 
research was to make the teachers’ explanation can be understood well by the 
students and made the various languages of the teacher. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of Study 
 Language is very important for many people in the world. People need 
language to build communication when they want give an information or tell 
about what they want from them. Kreidler,(1998:19) stated that language is used 
to cmmunicate and inteact each other in our daily life, wether in family, society, 
environment, educational institution, recretional place, etc. When two or more 
person communicate with each other in speech, it is called as the system 
communication that employ a code. 
Therefore, language also has function as primarily transaction language. It 
is used to convey factual propositional information (Yule, 1996:2-3) People can 
learn many things through the language in order to get the existence of life. 
People also can interact each other using the language to send the message with 
different purpose such as asking agreement, sharing information and so on. When 
we are talking about language, it directly relates with linguistic. This explain that 
linguistic concerns with identifying the meaningful elements of specific language.  
Keidler, (1998:3) states that linguistic also deals with the meaning 
expressed by modulations of speaker’s voice and the process by which hearers 
and readers relate new information to the information that they already have. 
There are many sub fields of structure focused on linguistic, one of the fields is 
pragmatic. Pragmatics is concerned with the study of meaning as communicate by 
a speaker or writer and interpreted by listener or reader. Yule (1996:3) states that 
pragmatic is the study of speaker meaning which relates to the utterance situation. 
Levinson (1983:9) also states that pragmatic is the study of those relationships 
between languages and context that are grammatical or encode the structure of the 
language.  
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Therefore, pragmatic deals with the situation of speech and context. Mey 
(2001:39) states that the context as a part that cannot be separated with pragmatics 
discussion. She argues that Context is a dynamic, not a static concept: it is to be 
understood as the continually changing surroundings, in the widest sense, that the 
enable the participants in the communication process to interact, and in which the 
linguistic expressions of their interaction become intelligible.  
By knowing the context or the background of the utterance, it can help the people 
easier to understand the meaning of the utterance. Communication can be 
understood well by both the speakers and hearer, when they know about the 
context and the topic of conversation. Sometimes we are not sure about the 
message we get from something we read or hear, and we concern about getting 
our own message across to others. In communication, there are also some aspects 
of language that must be noticed. For example, when we do communication, we 
will find the use ofreference or term of address, such as: He, She, You, Sir, 
Doctor, My Lord, Here, there, etc. The purpose is to point something. All of these 
words can be called as Deixis.  
 Deixis is the words which the referents always change depending on the 
context. The discussion of deixis has the meaning of pragmatics because deixis is 
a part of pragmatics. Levinson (1983:54) states that deixis is the single obvious 
way in which the relationship between language and context is reflected in the 
structures of language themselves. Levinson also categories the deixis into five 
kinds, they are person deixis, spatial deixis, temporal deixis, discourse deixis and 
social deixis. In addition, Deixis is a technical term from Greek for one of the 
most basic things we do with utterance that means ‘pointing’ via language (Yule, 
1996:9). Yule also categories the deixis into three kinds they are to indicate 
people via person deixis (me, you), to indicate location via spatial deixis (here, 
there), and to indicate time via temporal deixis (now, then).  
Deixis appears in spoken language and written language. In this research, 
the researcher wants to explain about the use of deixis in spoken language. In 
spoken language, people can recognize the person, place and time of deixis 
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because the one who is being talked about by the speaker is also known by the 
hearer and the time when the speaker utters some utterances. In studying deixis, 
we know that the use of words refers to thing or people and it helps them to be 
easier to understand what other people said. But sometimes we also face 
misunderstanding; we do not know what it exactly means and how it could be. It 
means that the words are not referring to anything. So, to avoid the 
misunderstanding, we have to know about reference.  
 Yule (1996:17) state that reference is an act in which a speaker, or writer 
uses linguistic form to enable a listener, or a reader to identify something. 
Reference clearly ties to the speaker goals and the speaker’s beliefs in the use of 
language. Halliday and Hasan (1976:31) also argue that reference is the identity of 
the particular thing or class of things that is being referred to. Reference also 
divided into two types, they are endophora reference and exophora 
reference.According to halliday and hasan (1976:33), in textual cohesion in 
English, he classify reference into two types, they are exophoric reference and 
endophoric reference. Endophoric reference divided again into two types, they are 
anaphora and cataphora. Anaphora is which look back in the text for their 
interpretation. Whereas cataphora is which look forward in the text for their 
interpretation (Brown and Yule, 1983:192). For example:  
Anaphoric: look at the sun. It’s going down quickly. (“It” refers “the sun”).  
Cataphoric: it’s going down quickly, the sun. (“It” refers forwards to “the 
sun”). 
Moreover, in this research the researcher only focused on the analyzing the 
type of endophoric reference. Beside this research is qualitative research, it can be 
easily understood by the reader about the data of the research if the data 
mentioned as in the textual data. Not on the situational data that the reader do not 
watch when the situation occur. English is one of the foreign languages in 
Indonesia. English has been taught in every schools in Indonesia. Beside, young 
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learners have been prepared to face the globalization era, people should master 
English as an international language.  
English is the subject of language used by people in some sectors and 
activities. It is used for people to obtain successful jobs, promotions, academic 
function and business interactions. It means that English language is very 
important to be mastered by Indonesians. English language not only used in 
formal education but also used in general situation. Deixishappens in daily 
language such as in business, politics, education, and also in daily conversation. 
This research focuses only on the use of deixis in education because education is 
an important thing in our life. It takes important role in development of a nation.  
Based on the observation which has been done by the researcher, the 
phenomenon of deixis also exists in education. The phenomenon occurs when 
English teacher explain the lessons in a classroom during the teaching learning 
process in SMAN 4 SURAKARTA. The teacher also shows some deixis 
expressions that directly addresses to the students in the situation in which the 
utterance is made, often in combination with gestures. While teaching English in 
the classromm, the teacher must combine between English and Indonesia 
language, because the teacher is not an English native speaker. 
In addition, previous studies on the analysis of deixis used in other 
languages show that deictic functions are socio-culturally situated which is 
consistent with Levinson’s view. Morales in Ögeyik’s (2011) study of Turkish 
oral narratives, his analysis showed that the way a person interprets the textual 
meaning may vary and deictic expressions are the clues for describing and 
interpreting texts. He further explains that “the reception and the interpretation of 
deictic forms in the context of utterances by the receivers may change depending 
on the receivers’ world knowledge, cultural background, life style, the community 
in which they live, the language level etc.” 
The use of deixis is needed by the teacher to make the explanation 
effective to be understood by the students and make the various utterances of the 
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teacher. Besides, using deixis in teacher utterance, she taught the students about 
the pronoun and the references in communication, that will help the students on 
arranging writing, in exercising writing, and also useful on translating to the target 
language.  
The researcher has done the interview with the english teachers on 
September, 2nd 2019, the teacher stated that the used on delivering the lesson to 
the students, the teacher often used English. Therefore, to make the effective 
communication while delivering the lesson, the teacher needs to use deixis. If the 
teacher often used the same words many times, the students will not interest on 
the teacher’s explanation. Besides, the teacher has to master a lot of vocabularies 
and the various words. The teacher also can teach about the references and the 
pronoun for the early learners by using the deixis. Moreover, the researcher 
choose the English teacher as the Subject of the study, because the teacher has an 
interesting way to deliver the lesson. Therefore, the teaching learning process 
becomes so funny for the students. 
 Related to the phenomenon above, the researcher tries to analyze the 
deixis phenomenon produced by English teacher during the classroom learning 
process. The researcher choose this topic to be analyzed because the researcher 
interested to find out the deixis used by English teacher during the classroom 
activities. By conducting the research, the researcher hoped that the research can 
be the one of contemplation for the teacher on deciding the use of deixis during 
English learning process. The researcher will focus on analyzing the type of deixis 
proposed by George Yule and the reference of the deixis produced by the English 
teacher. From the reason mentioned above, the researcher will do the research 
with the tittle “AN ANALYSIS OF DEIXIS USED BY ENGLISH TEACHER 
AT TENTH GRADE STUDENTS OF SMAN 4 SURAKARTA IN ACADEMIC 
YEAR OF 2019/2020”. 
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B. Limitation of the Problem 
In this research, the researcher focuses only in the deixis used by the English 
teacher, those are the person deixis, spatial deixis and temporal deixis, the type of 
Endophoric reference, there are anaphora reference and cataphora. The teacher 
also explains the referent meaning of those deixis used by English teacher at the 
eleventh grade students of SMAN 4 SURAKARTA in Academic year of 
2019/2020. The researcher focuses only on teacher’s deixis and reference which 
has been found during the teaching learning process in the classroom. Deixis and 
reference types that would be analyzed is limited to deixis and reference in both 
English and Indonesian language. 
C. The Problem Formulation 
Based on the background, the main problem that will be analyzed in this 
research can be seen as follows: 
1. What are the types of deixis used by English teacher of the tenth grade 
students of SMAN 4 SURAKARTA in Academic year of 2019/2020? 
 
D. The objective of the Study 
Based on the problem above, the objective of this study are as follows: 
1. To describe what types of deixis are used by English teacher of the tenth 
grade   students of SMAN 4 SURAKARTA in Academic year of 2019/2020 
 
E. The Benefit of the Study  
The researcher expects this research would give the benefits for the reader 
and for the afterwards study about pragmatic especially on deixis study. This 
research not only for the pragmatic’s but also for the common people. Because 
learning about deixis, and knowing the referent meaning from people utterance, In 
addition, this research tries to give some benefits as follows:  
1. Theoretical benefits 
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The theoretically, the results of the study are expected to give contribution 
to develop the study and analysis on linguistic study related to English teacher 
utterance during the classroom learning process. The researcher expects this 
research will give new knowledge and understanding about kinds of deixis used 
by English teacher on delivering the lesson in classroom.  
 
2. Practical benefit  
The practically, this research is expected to give valuable information 
about deixis theory, especially in the further research. This research also expected 
to give inspiration for the readers who are interested in deixis study and it will be 
an additional reference for the readers who interested in researching this study. 
 
F. The Definition of Key Terms  
There are some keywords used in this research. There are mentioned as 
follows:  
 
1. Pragmatics is the study of speaker meaning. Pragmatics is concerned with the 
study of meaning as communicated by speaker (or writer) and interpreted by a 
listener (or reader) (Yule, 1996:3).  
 
2. Deixis is the single obvious way in which the relationship between language 
and context is reflected in the structures of language themselves. Yule (1996:9)  
 
3. Reference is an act in which a speaker, or writer uses a linguistic form to enable 
a listener, or reader to identify something (Yule, 1996:12).  
 
4. English Teacher 
Teacher is generally known as a person who teaches knowledge to the 
students at the school or college. (Syah, 2002:182). 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL REVIEW 
 
This chapter reviews of several theories related to this research. Those are 
definition of pragmatic, scope of pragmatic, the definition of deixis, types of 
deixis, English Teaching learning , and deixis in teaching, also the related studies 
to support the research. 
A. Pragmatics 
1. Definition of Pragmatics 
Today, the subject of pragmatics becomes such a familiar issue in 
linguistics. The use of language in communication are argued by the linguist that 
we cannot really understand the nature of language unless we understand about 
pragmatics. There are many definitions about the notion of pragmatics defined by 
linguists. Pragmatics is the study of the use of language in communication, 
particularly in the relationship between sentences and the contexts and situations 
in which they are used.  
Levinson (1985: 24) defined pragmatics as the study of the ability of 
language users to pair sentences with the contexts in which they would be 
appropriate. From the linguists’ assumed above pragmatics is the study of the 
aspects of relationship between language and the context. Pragmatics always 
includes the aspects of participants and context where the conversation takes 
place. It is assumed that speaker and hearer involved in conversation are generally 
cooperating with each other.Context becomes an important aspect in pragmatics 
because the same utterances may have more than one pragmatic meaning when it 
is uttered in different context.  
Yule (1996: 3) states the four areas that pragmatics is concerned as 
follows:  
a. Pragmatics is the study of meaning  
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Pragmatics is concerned with the study of meaning as communicated by a 
speaker (or writer) and interpreted by a listener (or reader). It analyzes more in 
what people mean by their utterances than in what the words or phrases in those 
utterances might mean by themselves.  
b. Pragmatics is the study of contextual meaning 
This type of study necessarily involves the interpretation of what people 
mean in a particular context and how the context influences what is said. It 
requires the consideration of how the speakers organize what they want to say in 
accordance with who they’re talking to, where, when, and under what 
circumstances.  
c. Pragmatics is the study of how we recognize what is meant even when it is not 
actually said.  
This approach also necessarily explores how listeners can make influences 
about what is said in order to arrive at an interpretation of the speaker’s intended 
meaning. This type of study explores how a great deal of what is unsaid is 
recognized as part of what is communicated. We might say that it is the 
investigation of invisible meaning. 
d. Pragmatics is the study of the expression of relative distance. 
 This perspective raises the question of what determines the choice 
between the said and the unsaid. The basic is tied to the notion of distance. 
Closeness, whether it is physical, social, or conceptual, implies shared experience. 
On the assumption of how close or distant the listener is, speakers determine how 
much needs to be said.  
Thus, we can make a conclusion that pragmatics is used because it’s about 
how people make sense of each other linguistically, but it can be a frustrating area 
of study because it requires us to make sense of people what they have in their 
mind. While Thomas (1995: 21-23) stated the definitions of pragmatics as 
follows:  
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a. Pragmatics as speaker meaning.  
 The speaker meaning tends to be favored by writers who take a broadly 
social view of the discipline; it puts the focus of attention firmly on the producer 
of the message, but at the same time obscures the fact that the process of 
interpreting what we hear involves moving between several levels of speaker 
meaning, namely utterance meaning and force. 
b. Pragmatics as utterance interpretation.  
 This term tends to be favored by those who take broadly cognitive 
approach, but at the cost of focusing too much on the receiver of the message 
which in practice mean largely ignoring the social constrains on utterance 
production. It focuses almost exclusively on the process of interpretation from the 
point of view of the hearer.  
c. Pragmatics as meaning interaction.  
This reflects the view that meaning is not something that is inherent the 
words alone, nor is it produced by the speaker alone, nor by the hearer alone. 
Making meaning is a dynamic process involving the negotiation of meaning 
between a speaker and a hearer, the context of utterance (physical, social, and 
linguistic) and the meaning potential of an utterance. The statements above have 
concluded that pragmatics is the study of meaning from the utterance by a speaker 
or a writer and interpreted by a hearer or a reader, and it involves the context as a 
consideration of how the speaker or the writer organizes what they wants to say.  
2. The Scope of  Pragmatics. 
There are some topics discussed in pragmatics. Levinson (1983: 27) states 
that pragmatics is the study of deixis, implicate, presupposition, speech act and 
aspect of discourse structure. In this research, implicate will be explained more in 
the next item. The other topics, however, will be explained briefly.  
a. Deixis  
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 Deixis is a technical term (from Greek) for one of the most basic things we 
do with utterances. Deixis means ‘pointing’ via language (Yule,1996:9). Deixis is 
clearly a form of referring that is tied to the speaker’s context. Therefore, the 
deixis of utterance is meaningful if the context of the utterance is accurately 
known. 
b. Implicature 
 It is a proposition based on the interpretation of the language use and its 
context of communication in a bound that the participants can interpret what the 
implication of a message or utterance in a different way from what the speaker 
literally means.  
c. Presupposition  
According to Yule (1996:25) presupposition is something the speaker 
assumes to be the case prior to making an utterance. Presupposition of a statement 
will remain constant even when that statement is negated. For example, two 
statements ‘John’s car is not red’ and ‘John has a car’ have similar assumption 
that John has a car and the color is not red.  
d. Speech Act.  
Speech act carries some actions in an utterance. Austin in Yule (1996:49) states 
that in uttering a sentence, one might be said to be performing action. There are 
three basic acts, namely: 
1) Locutionary act, it is the basic fact of utterance because it produces a 
meaningful linguistic expression.  
2) Illocutionary act, it is performed via communicative force of an utterance in 
order to make  
a statement, an offer, an explanation or other communicative purposes. 
3) Perlocutionary act, it is done to have an effect from the utterance.  
e. Discourse Structure  
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It relates with the organization of conversation. Every conversation can be 
analyzed through conversation analysis because it has structures. For example 
turn taking is done when someone respects other people in taking their turns in 
speaking and adjacency pairs is a fundamental unit of conversational organization, 
that manage the kind of paired utterances of which question should be replied by 
answer, greeting by greeting, or offer by acceptance. Those five aspects have the 
relation with the context because without appreciating the context of utterance, the 
messages of a speech cannot be interpreted accurately.  
B. Deixis  
1. Definition of Deixis 
Deixis is one of the scope of pragmatics that we have to mastered when 
communicating so all of te information taht we convey can receives correctly by 
the listener. Deixis actually the way in which a relationship between language and 
the context. Levinson (1983:54), deixis is the single obvious way in which the 
relationship between language and context is reflected in the structures of 
language themselves. Besides, deixis concerns the ways in which language 
encoded or grammatically features of the context of utterance or speech events. 
These also concerns was in which the interpretation of utterance depends on the 
analysis of that context of utterance. Levinson in (Abdullah 2015), also states that 
a linguistic expression can be very well tested as being deictic or not in terms of 
its truth or falsehood without taking the speaker, addressee, time or place of 
utterance into considerations: thus an utterances or statement ‘Dr. Adulqadir Khan 
is a scientist’ represents a fact which can be either true or false, whereas another 
statement ‘He is a scientist’ depends on who the ‘He’ is: ‘He’ is a deictic 
expression. Deixis concerns the ways of languages encode information about the 
context in which utterances occur, and the ways in which the interpretation of 
utterances depends on the analysis of the context (Strazny, 2005: 260). Besides 
that, deixis is a site and usedfor identifying people, object, event, process or an 
activity that is being spoken or referred into space and time dimension. Consider 
the following example:  
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I am now sitting on the desk. 
The word “I” refers to the person uttering the sentence. The time which “now” is 
dependent on the moment of statement is uttered. The word “on the desk” 
indicates a place where the participant in the speech event. 
Fillmore also (1997:59) refers to deictic as those lexical items and 
grammatical forms which can be interpreted only when the sentences in which 
they occur are understood as being anchored in some social context, that context 
defined in such a way as to identify the participants in the communication act, 
their location in space, and time during which the communication act is 
performed.  
Moreover, Yule (1996:9) sates that deixis is a technical term (from Greek) 
for one of the most basic things we do with utterance that has a mean aspointing 
via language. Any linguistic form used to accomplish this “pointing” is called a 
deictic expression. Deictic expressions are also sometimes called indexical. They 
are among the first forms to be spoken by very young children and can be used to 
indicate people via person deixis (me, you), or location via spatial deixis (here, 
there), or time via temporal deixis (now, then, yesterday) or discourse analysis or 
demonstrative article or discourse deixis (this, that, these, those). All these 
expressions depend, for their interpretation, on speaker and hearer sharing the 
same context. Indeed, deixis expressions have their most basic uses in face-to-face 
spoken interaction where utterances such as (I) are easily understood by the 
people present, but may need a translation for someone not right there. For 
example: 
I’ll put this here 
Of course, you understood that Jim was telling Anne that he was about to put an 
extra house key in one of the kitchen drawers (Yule, 1996:9). The explanation 
drawn by yule has explain that some linguistic expression logically need 
contextual interpretation in the process of communication. In addition, 
Yule(1996:9-10) also explain that deictic is clearly a form of referring that is tied 
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to the speaker’s context, with the most basic distinction between deictic 
expressions being ‘near speaker’, or proximal terms, are this, there, here, now. 
The ‘away from speaker’, or distal terms, are that, there, then. Proximal terms are 
typically interpreted in terms of the speaker’s location or the center of deictic. 
While, distal terms can simply indicate ‘away from speaker’, but in some 
languages can be used to distinguishbetween ‘near addressees’ and ‘away from 
both speaker and addressee’. Kreidler (1998:144) also state that deitic words are 
used to point to things in the physical-social context of the speaker and addressee. 
Therefore, there are some very common words inour language that can’t be 
interpreted at all if we don’t know the context, especially the physical context of 
the speaker and addressee. These are words such as here, there, this or that, now 
and then, today or tomorrow, yesterday, as well as pronouns such as you, me, her, 
him, it, her, I, them, etc. 
From the explanation above, deixis can be called as a study to examine the 
words that refers to a person, time, and place in order to know and understand 
more about the words. It is require the deictic understanding here means refer to 
the situation like how the conditions and social situation, who uttered the word 
and etc. 
2. Type of Deixis 
 From the explanations above tell that there are many perspective from the 
linguist about the definition about deixis. Therefore, every linguist also has their 
own view and opinion about types of deixis. There are several types of deixis 
based on some expert as follows: 
a. Levinson (1983:54) generates five types of deixis under the following two 
approaches:  
1) Person Deixis(I, You, We, They, He, She, It) 
2) Time Deixis (now, then, today, yesterday etc.) 
3) Place Deixis (this, here, that, there) 
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4) Discourse Deixis (this, that) 
5) Social Deixis (sir, mum, friend, student, etc.) 
b. Yule (1996:10-14) discusses the following three main types of deixis:  
1) Person Deixis (I, you, we, they, He,she, It, his.) 
2) Spatial Deixis (this, here, that, there, come, go) 
3) Temporal Deixis (now, then, today, yesterday etc.) 
c. Bühler (2011: 67) there is a deictic centre that consists of I, Here and Now. As a 
result there are three main categories of deixis: 
1) Person deixis, used to point to objects (it, these, those books) and people 
(her,him, them, those students) 
2) Spatial deixis, used to point to a location (here, there, close to) 
3) Temporal deixis, used to point to a time (now, then, next week, last month)  
Therefore, in order to interpret all these deictic expressions we must know 
which person, time and place the speaker has in mind. There is a great difference 
on what is close to the speaker (this, here, now) and what is distant (that, there, 
then). We can also realize whether there is a movement away from the speaker 
(go) or there is a movement towards the speaker (come). If somebody is moving 
towards you, you say: He is coming! If somebody is moving away from you, you 
say: He is going. 
a. Person Deixis 
 The related theories have explain that person deixis involves speaker (I) 
and the addressee (you). Yule (1996:10), said that person diexis clearly operates 
on a basic three-part division, exemplified by the pronouns for first person, second 
person, and the third person. In the perspective of person deixis (I, you, he) Yule 
furnishes the concept of deixis tripartite system: speaker (I), addressee (you), and 
other (he, she, it). The same is known as system of pronouns in different 
languages, as in English first person pronoun (I, we), second person pronoun (you, 
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they) and third person pronoun (he, she, it). For sake of interpretation of a 
conversation with respect to these deictic expressions we need to realize that 
every interlocutor in a conversation shifts from being ‘I’ to being ‘You’ regularly. 
Yule (1996:10), also explain that the deixis categories of speakers, addressee, and 
others are elaborated with markers of relative social status (for example, addressee 
with higher status versus addressee with lower status). The discussion of the 
circumstances which lead to the choice of one of these forms rather than another 
is sometimes described as social deixis. 
The explanation above have explained about the three main type deixis 
that generally used while communicating each other. The explanation about the 
different pronouns on the different social status has explained that it is possible to 
put social deixis types as ‘his highness’ in person deixis categories, because in 
person deixis is about the pronouns of the first , second, and third person. 
Meanwhile, the social deixis has a same function as the second or the third person 
pronouns. Yule has gave the example as bellow: 
“Would his highness like some coffee?” 
This can be done in English for an ironic or humorous purpose as when one 
person who’s very busy in the kitchen, addresses to another, who is very lazy. 
b. Spatial deixis 
 Spatialdeixis are used to indicate the relative location of people and things. 
The concept of distance in the study of deixis is more relevant to spatial deixis. 
Yule (1996:12) explain that the concept of distance already mentioned is clearly 
relevant to spatial deixis where the relative location of people and things is being 
indicated. While, the contemporary English makes use of only two adverbs, “here 
and there”. Although, these last two adverbs include themeaning of motion 
toward or away from the speaker, such as ‘come’ and ‘go’. Abdullah (2015) also 
examples of spatial deixisfrom modern English are: here, there; come, go; bring, 
take; this, that etc. Example of the indication of movement towards/away from in 
old English is hither (to this place) or thence (from that place). Yule also states 
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that it is however, important to be aware of in the perspective of spatial deixis that 
setting of speaker’s point of view may be fixed psychologically as well as 
physically. There was example from spatial deixis proposed by Yule (1996:13):  
“I was looking at this little puppy in a cage with such a sad look on its 
face. It was like. “Oh, I’m so unhappy here, will you set me free?” 
The word here of the cage is not the actual physical location of the person uttering 
the words (the speaker, but is instead the location of that person performing in the 
role of the puppy.  
c. Temporal deixis 
 Temporal deixis is linguistic expressions depend for their interpretation on 
knowing the relevant utterance time. For instance, now: time coinciding with 
speaker utterance, then: past and future time relative to speaker's present time, 
yesterday, tomorrow, tonight, tomorrow, today: tense. The tense can be further 
exemplified like simple present as proximal (I work here) and simple past as distal 
(I worked there) (Yule, 1996:14). There the example of temporal deixis by Yule: 
“Dinner at 8:30 on Saturday? Okay, I’ll see you then” 
This example, explain about the speaker word “then” that he/she would to 
meet the hearer in the time he/she has told before. In addition, Yule (1996:13) said 
that the psychological basis of temporal deixis seems to be similar to that of 
spatial deixis. We can treat temporal events as objects that move toward us (into 
view) or away from us (out view).  
 
 
d. Discourse deixis  
Discourse, or text, deixis concerns the use of expressions within some utterance to 
refer to sorne portion of the discourse that contains that utterance (including the 
utterance itself). We may also include in discourse deixis a number of other ways 
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in which an utterance signais its relation to surrounding text, example utterance-
initial anyway seems to indicate that the utterance that contains it is not addressed 
to the immediately preceding discourse, but to one or more steps back. (such 
signaIs are deictic because they have the distinctive relativity of reference, being 
anchored to the discourse location of the current utterance.) The only detailed 
accounts of this area of deixis are, again, to be found in Fillmore, 1975 and Lyons, 
(1977: 667) since discourse unfolds in tirne, it seems natural that tirne-deictic 
words can be used to refer to portions of the discourse; thus analogously to last 
week and next Thursday, we have in the last paragraph and in the next Chapter. 
But we also have place-deictic terrns re-used here, and especially the 
dernonstratives this and that. 
e. Social deixis  
Social deixis concerns "that aspect of sentences which reflect or establish or are 
determined by certain realities of the social situation in which the speech act 
occurs" (Fillmore, 1975: 76). In here we shall restrict the term to those aspects of 
language structure that encode the social identities of participants (properly, 
incumbents of participant-roles), or the social relationship between them, or 
between one of them and persons and entities referred to. There are of course 
many aspects ·of language usage that depend on these relations (Brown & 
Levinson, 1978, 1979). Based on the theories proposed by some experts above, 
the researcher focused on analyzing the deixis use the five  main type of deixis 
proposed by levinson. There are person deixis, spatial deixis, temporal deixis, 
discourse deixis and sosial deixis.   
C. Reference 
According to Yule (1996:17) reference is an act in which a speaker, or 
writer uses a linguistic form to enable a listener, or reader to identify something. 
The word linguistic forms can be called as referring expression which can be 
proper nouns (Shakespeare, Hawaii ) , noun phrase or definite (The author, the 
island, the singer), indefinite (a man, a women, a cat), and pronouns (it, he, her, 
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they). Noun phrase, proper noun are called primary referring expression. While 
pronoun are termed secondary referring expression (Kreidler, 1998:130). From 
the example above it can be seen that referring expression is a piece of language, a 
noun phrase, that is used in an utterance and is linked to something outside 
language, some living or dead, or imaginary entity or concept or group of entity or 
concept (Kreidler, 1998:130).  
Halliday and Hasan (1976:31) also argue that reference is the identity of 
the particular thing or class of things that is being referred to. According to 
Halliday and Hasan (1976:33), in textual cohesion in English, he classify 
reference into two types, they are exophoric reference and endophoric reference. 
Exophoric reference can be called as situational, while endophoric as a textual. 
Exophoric reference is looks outside the text to the situation in which the text 
occurs for the identity of the item being referred to. Whereas, endophoric is the 
use of a word or phrase to refer to something either preceding it or following it 
within a text or discourse. Brown and Yule (1983:192) said that Endophoric 
relations are of two kinds: those which look back in the text for their 
interpretation, which Halliday & Hasan call anaphoric relations, and those which 
look forward in the text for their interpretation, which are called cataphoric 
relations. These relationships are exemplified as follow: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Type of Reference 
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 Moreover, Anaphora is a process of continuing to identify exactly the 
same entity as denoted by the antecedent (Yule, 1996:23). Or it can said that the 
use of word to introduce someone or something already mention. For example: 
An old man was limping towards us. He slowly came into view. From the 
example above explained that He refers back to An Old Man. While, Cataphora is 
the use of a word (typically a pronoun) to introduce someone or something that is 
more fully identified later (Yule,1996:127). For example: He slowly came into 
view. An old man was limping towards us. Whereas, from example above we can 
see that He refers back to An old Man. Halliday and Hasan (1976:33) has drawn 
the general role of the reference as follow : 
referense 
 
 (Situational)    (Textual) 
       Endophora 
 
(To Preceding Text)                       (ToFollwing Text)
 Anaphora     Cataphora 
Figure 2.1 Type of  Reference 
Yule (1996:38) “States that cataphora is referent, which has not introduced 
before.” In linguistics, cataphora is used to describe an expression that co-refers 
with a later expression in the discourse. An example of strict, sentence-internal 
cataphora in English is the following sentence: 
“When he arrived home, John went to sleep”. 
In this sentence, the pronoun he (the anaphor) appears earlier than the noun John 
(the antecedent) that it refers to, the reverse of the normal pattern (anaphora), 
where a referring expression such as John or the soldier appears before any 
pronouns that reference it. Both cataphora and anaphora are types of endophora. 
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As a general rule, cataphora is much less frequent cross-linguistically than 
anaphora. 
D. Context  
Talking about deixis, all of the existing theories say that this science or 
study certainly associate with the context. Every aspect of the deixis rests on the 
existing context to get the proper and correct interpretation. If there is no context, 
then what we interpret it is not valid because what we get is not synchronize with 
the existing context. Therefore, the context strongly links and relates to this study.  
According to Leech (1983:13) explained that the context can be understand in a 
various way such as physical and social condition in order to get a good interpret 
and understand between the speaker and listener whether in written or spoken.  
Therefore, Mey (1993: 3) said that context is more than just a reference. 
Context is action. It means that context is divide into two kinds; the context of 
situation and the context of social or culture. The context of situation it means that 
how the condition of the speaker and listener when they talk either sick, healthy, 
happy, sad. In this case the condition is very influential on existing context. And 
then the context of social, it means that depend on a person's social conditions, 
what circumstance, environmental conditions, location, also with whom we speak 
either lower or upper class. From the above explanation, the researcher concludes 
that the context is all of the situations that correlate with each utterance no matter 
it is written or spoken. Although, in this research the researcher got the context 
from English learning. 
E. Deixis in Teaching  
Teaching means guiding and facilitating learning, enabling the learner to 
learn, and setting the condition for learning (Brown, 1994:7), it explains that in 
teaching there is communication between teacher and students. Communication 
means the exchangof and negotiation of information between a least two 
individuals through the use of verbal and nonverbal symbols, oral and 
writtenmodels, and production a comprehension process Delivering the materials 
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to the students and do a communication to them is not something easy Behrens 
(2014:37) said that students need to be negotiators, and they need to obtain a 
metaknowledge of language to assist them. If students understand the language, 
they then do not need to memorize or robotically apply rules that often make little 
sense to them. With metaknowledge, they gain a wider appreciation of language, 
can apply the knowledge in more instances and can reason through unfamiliar 
structures in reading and writing.  
The explanations above have explain that on teaching learning process 
there also need to the teacher skills on linguistics. Beside it can help the teacher 
on improving their skill in delivering the materials to the students in the 
classroom, this also help the students to know how to use the language, then the 
students will master the content and the skill of language on their learning process 
in the classroom. important role in teaching English at the classroom. Kasper and 
Rose (1999), in many second and foreign language teaching contexts, curricula 
and materials developed in recent years include strong pragmatic components or 
even adopt a pragmatic approach as their organizing principle.  
Observation of language learners shows that there is a demonstrated need 
for it and that instruction in pragmatics can be successful. Without instruction, 
differences in pragmatics show up in the English of learners regardless of their 
first language background or language proficiency. That is to say, a learner of 
high grammatical proficiency will not necessarily show equivalent pragmatic 
development. As a result, learners at the higher levels of grammatical proficiency 
often show a wide range of pragmatic competence. Nowadays, Pragmatics 
phenomenon are found on classroom while teaching learning process. As Behrens 
(2014:37) told that classrooms are the ideal place to help learners interpret 
language use. Instruction can help learners understand when and why certain 
linguistic practices take place. A classroom discussion of pragmatics is also a 
good place to explore prior impressions of speakers. 
While pragmatic has a large sub parts, whereas one of those parts is deixis. 
Deixis has an important role in linguistics that generally used in people daily 
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utterance. Deixis phenomenon itself has practiced in the classroom while teaching 
learning process, produced by the both students and the teacher on interact each 
other. English teaching not only aims to improve students’ English linguistic 
competence, but also to enhance students’ pragmatic competence. To some 
extent,teacher talk is an important means of English input to students and it also 
plays a crucial role in establishing beneficial relations between teachers and 
students, which may promote students’ learning effects. Therefore, much more 
attention has been drawn to this field in recent decades. In actual English 
teaching, teachers consciously or unconsciously employ deixis in their talks, 
which has been a universal linguistic phenomenon, that is, all human languages 
contain deictic terms. 
Behrens (2014:72) also explains that Deixis use bears on academic 
English, for students in essays and in class discussions can be thrown by how 
much shared knowledge to assume of their audience. Even though a teacher 
reading an essay probably knows the information that the student is covering, it 
behooves the student to be explicit. When we use deictic terms, we are assuming 
shared knowledge with our listener (or reader). Thus, if I say, ‘Pegi will be there 
tomorrow’, the locale of there and the timing of tomorrow are presumably known 
already. There refers not to a fixed location but to somewhere far from the locale 
in which the utterance is spoken (otherwise, I’d say here); tomorrow means the 
day after the day on which the utterance was said. Besides locale and time 
conditions, deictic terms can also signal who is speaking, with the use of first or 
second person pronouns. The meaning of I and you in the sentence I hear you 
depends on which speaker is taking a turn, and the meaning of each pronoun will 
shift when speakers trade turns.  
The explanations above have clearly shown that the use of pragmatics in 
teaching are exist, especially the diexis used. Besides deixis in their practiced 
areused as facilitate to improve understanding of the students about the language, 
deixis also can be an alternative way for the teacher to make their teaching 
learning process become more varieties. Yu, Mei and Dan (2016) on their studies 
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about the adapted of diexis in teacher talk has conclude that It is found that person 
deixis adopted by teachers in the English language classroom plays an important 
role in empathizing, preserving students’ face, strengthening students’ motivation, 
and establishingharmonious teacher-student relationship, which may facilitate 
English teaching and produce better learning results effectively. 
F. Curriculum 
Curriculum is very important for education in the school. For many school 
curriculum need to build teaching learning process. Beaucamp,(1968:6) stated that 
a curriculum is a written document which may contain many ingredients, but 
basiclly it is the plant fo education of pupils during their enrollment in given 
school. Then, curriculum is an educational plan or discussion. 
There is no curriculum function in education that is a tool to achieve 
educational goals. In this case, a tool a build to expected human being in 
accodance with the expected goals. The educational of a nation with the other 
nations will not be the same because every nation and country is certain philoshies 
and educational goals that are needed by various aspects both in the terms of 
religion, ideology, culture and the needs of the country it self. 
Larry winecoff,(1988:1) curriculum includes all of the planed activities 
and events which take place under the auspecies of and educational institutions 
both formal and in formal. Therefore, curriculum 2013 (K-13) is a curriculum that 
applies in the indonesian educational system. This curriculum is a curriculum that 
is still being implemeted by the goverment to replace curriculum 2006 which have 
been in effect for approximately 6 years. The 2013 curriculum has fou aspect of 
assesment, namel aspect knoladge, aspect of skills, aspects of attitude and 
behaviour. In the 2013 curriculum, especially in learning materials there are 
streamlined material can be seen in indonesian, social studies, ppkn and math. . 
From the above explanation, the researcher concludes that the curriculum is used 
by teacher in SMA N 4 SURAKARTA is 2013 curriculum. 
G. Previous Study 
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The aim of this research is to classify deixis types and to describe how the 
deixis types helping in word structure in English learning process. There are some 
previouse studies which may have relevant discussion with the present study. 
Some of them have discussed about deixis types.First, Agustina (2013), from 
State Islamic College (STAIN) Tulungagung entitled “Deictic Expressions In 
“Twilight-Breaking Dawn” Part-1 Novels By Stephenie Meyer.” She only focused 
on what of deixis used in “Twilight-Breaking Down” Part-1 Novel by Stephenie 
Meyer. Her data source is Novel. In that research she used five deixis types from 
Levinson’s theory, there are: person deixis, time deixis, place deixis, discourse 
deixis, and social deixis. On the basis of data analysis, it is found that person 
deixis is frequently occurring type of deixis. 
The second previous study come from Ki Sabdo, Achmad. 2016. An 
Analysis Of Deixis In Jordan Rudess Dream Theatre Interview And Live Rig 
Tour On Youtube. English Department of Faculty of Letters and Humanities UIN 
Sunan Ampel Surabaya. The study investigated types of deixis based on the three 
main deixis proposed by George Yule. This research the researcher used 
descriptive qualitative method. The findings of the analysis are the researcher 
found three types of deixis that can applied in the video interview of Jordan 
Rudess entitled “Jordan Rudess Dream Theatre Interview and Live Rig Tour”, 
such as: person or personal deixis, time or temporal deixis, and place or spatial 
deixis.  
The third research is from Novitayanti (2013) from State Islamic College 
(STAIN) Tulungagung entitled “Deixis Types in President Barack Obama’s 
Speech in Universitas Indonesia, Jakarta.” She used three research problems, there 
are: 1) What are deixis types found in President Barrack Obama Speech in 
Universities Indonesia Jakarta? 2) What is the function and purpose of each deixis 
types found in President Barack Obama’s Speech in Universitas Indonesia, 
Jakarta? 3) What is the role of each type of deixis in President Barrack Obama’s 
Speech in Universitas Indonesia, Jakarta? In her research, she also used deixis 
type’s theory from Levinson. Her data source is transcript of speech from 
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President Barrack Obama. The research finding inher research, person deixis was 
the greatest deixis types found in the speech. The word “I” and “We” were often 
found in almost along paragraph. 
The fourth previous study also come from the journal international written 
by Muhammad Abdullah, Ph.D. Scholar with the tittle “Deixis: A Pragmatics 
Analysis”. Present study discusses deixis comparatively with reference to 
Levinson (1983) and Yule (1996) in terms of its clarification of concepts, 
appropriate exemplification and coherent argumentation as propounded in their 
respective works on pragmatics. However, it is revealed through this discussion 
that the approach of Yule is quite precise and comprehensive as compared to 
Levinson. After knowing the researchers above, the researcher is sure it has not 
been analyzed yet. It can be provided, because the researcher uses the different 
data source to be analyzed. And in this research, the data of deixis were supported 
by Yule and Levinson theory. Here, two theories of deixis proposed by Yule 
(1996) covering deixis of person, spatial/place, and temporal/time, and Levinson 
(1983) consisting of deixis of person, place, time, discourse, and social. So, to 
analysis the data, the researcher used five types of deixis, they are: person, 
spatial/place, temporal/time, discourse, and social. Therefore the researcher to 
analyze the deixis types in english teaching proccess. 
The similarities, this research with both of the research above the entire 
same topic, because it analyzed about deixis types. In this research, the researcher 
discussed the deixis types used in english teaching proccess and the researcher 
also wanted to know the function and references of the kinds of deixis found in 
speech, especially inEnglish teaching proccess. 
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No Ki Sabdo & 
Ahmad (2016) 
M . Abdullah 
(2015) 
Agustina 
(2013) 
The Reseacher 
1 The study 
about Person 
deixis 
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The study about 
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2 The study 
about Time 
deixis 
The study about 
Time deixis 
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Time 
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Time deixis 
Figure 2.1 The Similarities of Research 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
 This chapter discuss about the method that used in conducting the research 
are followed: research design, data and data source, technique of data collection, 
technique of data verification, and also data analysis. The research method is very 
important to set up the framework of this research and in analyzing the data. 
A. Research Design 
           This part explains about the research approach and design used in 
conducting this research. Research is the activity of finding information about 
something that researcher is interested in or need to know about. Ary (2010:16) 
said that scientific research is the application of the scientific approach to study a 
problem. It is a way to acquire dependable and useful information. The function 
of a research design is to ensure that the evidence obtained enables you to 
effectively address the research problem as unambiguously as possible. 
            In addition, the research design in this research was library research that 
described and analyzed deixis types and the function and references of kinds of 
deixis found in english teaching proccess supported by Yule and Levinson theory. 
Basically, the data of the study were collected from printed materials related in 
deixis. This research used qualitative approach in which he data were analyzed in 
this research are texts, in the form of utterances.  
           Presented by Lodico (2006:15) “Qualitative research approaches collect 
data through observation, interviews, document analysis and summarize the 
findings primarily through narrative or verbal means.”This research also belonged 
to descriptive study. In this study the researcher described deixis type found in 
english teaching process and the function and reference of the kinds of deixis 
found in english teaching process. 
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B. Setting of Place 
    1. Place 
 The research was conducted in SMAN 4 Surakarta which located on Jl. 
Adi Sucipto No.1, Manahan, Banjarsari, Surakarta. The researcher selected 
SMAN 4 Surakarta, because the english teacher often used two languages in 
teaching learning process. The researcher collected the data from the teaching 
learning process of english class used by english teacher at the tenth grade 
students of SMAN 4 Surakarta in the academic years of 2019/2020. The reseacher 
was able to observe tenth class of science 5. 
   2.Time 
 The research was conducted in the first semester. The researcher collected 
the data in September 2019, and the class was observed by the researcher was 4 
times with duration of each observation was 2 hours of lesson. 
C. Subject of the Research 
The researcher wanted to analyze the use of deixis used by English 
Teacher in SMAN 4 Surakarta. Therefore, the data of the research included 
qualitative data. Because the form of data was in the utterances and not numbers. 
The data of this research come from the English teacher’s utterances were 
considered as deixis. Sutopo (2006:92) states that the source of the data 
constitutes a subject from which all the data of a research are obtained. Where the 
data on this research was obtained from the English teacher of SMAN 4 
Surakarta.  
The data in this research were utterances produced by the English teacher 
which generate deixis in the teaching learning process based on the George Yule 
theories. Based on the observation done by the researcher, there were three 
English teacher who taught at the tenth grade students in SMAN 4 Surakarta. The 
researcher had observed all of them, and all the English teacher used deixis in two 
languages to deliver the material, those are English and Indonesian language. It 
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was indicated that all English teachers in SMAN 4 Surakarta performed deixis in 
learning process. Although deixis had performed by all English teachers in SMAN 
4 Surakarta, the researcher only focused in one English teacher as an subject of 
analysis, becausethe researcher had done the observation and found that among 
the three English teacher, the teacher that had been chosen as the subject of 
analysis has a different method and almost used a media on delivering the 
materials to the students. Therefore, the researcher was interested in analyzing the 
deixis used by the English teacher. 
Moreover, the reason why the researcher only observed one class was 
because the English teacher only taught one class of eight class at tenth grade. 
That is tenth class of Science 5. Besides, the teacher had a unique and creative 
technique on delivering the materials to the students, that make the teaching 
learning process become more interesting, then the students more enjoy the class. 
D. Technique of Collecting the Data 
The researcher only used observation method to collect the data. While, 
collecting the data is important to the research. Therefore, collecting the data must 
be paid more attention to support successful research. The researcher used 
observation. Whereas, from the observation the researcher gathered some data 
from sound recording, video recording and filed note documentation. Observation 
was necessary done in every qualitative approach. Observation was one of primer 
data collection technique. Tracy (2013: 25) states that observations are registered 
through the researcher’s mind and body. In such circumstances, self-reflexivity 
about one’s goals, interests, proclivities, and biases was especially important.  
The researcher used non-participant observation, where the researcher was 
not involved actively in the group activity, and only as a passivemonitor, 
attending, monitoring, listen carefully to all activities and take a conclusion from 
the observation result. The observation was conducted in classroom while the 
teacher taught English to the students. The researcher used open observation in 
which the researcher did the observation with the teacher’s permission. The 
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researcher joined the class and observed the teaching learning process passively 
without doing any involvement in the classroom.  
The researcher observed all the teacher’s instruction during learning 
process, what languages used by the teacher and how she made the students 
understand the material by switching the languages. The researcher had made 
good communication with the teacher, thus the teacher welcome and helpful 
during the research.  
E. The Data Coding 
 To make classification of data analysis, the researcher gave codes to each 
data. The codes which were used in data coding as follow: 
a. The numeral 01, 02, 03… are used for the datum number. For example, 01 for 
the datum number one, 02 for the datum number two, etc. 
b. The code based on the types of deixis, these are written bellow: 
PD: Person Deixis. SD: Spatial Deixis. TD: Temporal Deixis. SoD: Social Deixis. 
DD: Discouse Deixis. 
c. The code based on the types of the referances of the utterances 
AR: Anaphora referenceCR: Cataphora reference 
Those codes can be put together into sentences. The example of data coding for 
data analysis and the way to read it, written bellow: 
01/SD/CR means that the first data is spatial deixis and it is kind of reference is 
cataphora reference by giving a code to each data, the data becomes easier to be 
classified and analyze. 
 
F. Technique of Data Analysis 
 The researcher did not only collect the data but also analyzed the data to 
find out the research’s results. This section discussed about the technique of 
analysis which was very important in this study. The researcher used content 
analysis. Content analysis is a set of procedures for collecting and organizing 
information in a standardized format that allows analysis to make inferences about 
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the characteristics and meaning of written and other recorded material (Gao, 
1989:6). Elo and Kungas (2007:107) state that content analysis a method that may 
be used either qualitative or quantitative data in an inductive or deductive ways.  
 Krippendorff in Muvida (2015:11) explain that content analysis is a kind 
of research technique in the research to make replicable or valid inferences from 
text or meaningful matter to the context. Moreover, Wiliam (2007:69) defines that 
content analysis review forms of human communication including books, 
newspaper, and films as well as other from the content in the human 
communication. 
From the three theories above, the researcher concluded that content 
analysis was a method used to analysis a qualitative research. The content analysis 
was the technique that help the research has a reasonable data, and as the valid 
research. Besides, the researcher used deductive ways because the researcher 
would analyze the data qualitatively. There were some steps to analyze the data as 
follow:  
1. Listening the utterances of the teacher. The researcher listens the recorder and 
make the utterances into written data. 
2. Transcribing the recorded data as accurate as possible and arranges the data into 
written data. 
3. Classifying the data based on the types of deixis and the type of reference. 
4. Giving codes for each datum. The code is aim to make data identification and 
make easier to be analyzed. 
5. Analyze the type of data based on the theory of deixis proposed by levinson 
6. Analyze the type of reference based on the theory of reference proposed by 
levinson 
7. Drawing the conclusion and suggestion based on the result of the data. 
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G. The Trustworthiness of the Data 
The trustworthiness of data was needed to check the trust and the validity 
of the data. There were four criteria to check the trustworthiness of the data. 
Sugiyono (In Prastowo, 2012: 265) states that there are four criteria to check the 
trustworthiness of data; credibility, dependability, transferability, and 
conformability. He also explains that the most principle criterion is credibility. 
While to examine the credibility data, there were seven techniques; extension 
observation, increase the diligence, triangulation, discussion with partner, member 
check, analyzing negative case, and using references. 
In this research, the researcher used the triangulation technique to observe 
the data validation. Moleong (2002: 178) states that triangulation technique is the 
technique of examining the trustworthiness of the data which uses things outside 
the data in order to examine the data and to be comparer of the data. Triangulation 
has four basic types that identified by Norman Denzim in Hales (2010:14) there 
are: 
1. Data Triangulation 
 The use of variety data sources including time, space, and persons in a 
research. Data triangulation is the process rechecked and compared information  
by researcher which obtained in different source. For example, it has been done  
by comparing observation data with interview data result, comparing what the  
informant said, and comparing circumstance and perspective of different people 
toward the similar event. 
2. Investigator Triangulation 
 The ability to confirm findings across investigators without prior 
discussion or collaboration between them can significantly enhance the credibility 
of findings. Investigator triangulation is particularly important for decreasing bias 
in gathering, reporting and analyzing the data. 
3. Theory Triangulation 
 Theory triangulation is the use of multiple theories when examining a 
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situation or phenomenon. The idea is to look at a situation or phenomenon from 
different perspectives, through different lenses, with different questions. The 
different theories do not have to be similar or compatible, in fact the more 
divergent they are, more likely they are to identify different issues.  
4. Methodological Triangulation 
 Methodological Triangulation is the use of multiple methods to conduct a 
situation or phenomenon. The intention is to decrease the deficiencies and bias 
that come from any single method. This types of triangulation technique is similar 
to the mixed method approaches used in social science research, where the results 
from one method are used to enhance, augment and clarify the results of another. 
In this research, the researcher used data triangulation. While, this kind of 
technique allowed the researcher to collect the same data using many ways of 
technique. The researcher compared the field note taking from observation and 
script of recording to recheck the data and to support the trustworthiness of the 
data. 
B. Suggestion  
Based on the conclusions, some suggestions were proposed to somebody as 
follows: 
1. To students 
 The result of this research can give the student knowledge about the theory 
and types of deixis and reference. By understanding the theory and the types of 
deixis and reference, the students can avoid the misunderstanding and 
miscommunication in interpreting the English teachers words.Besides, it help 
them on translating some text, or conversation in to target language, this study 
also help them on speaking practice, and doing writing practice. Therefore, the 
researcher hope the students open their mind about the important of studying the 
deixis, to help them on mastering many skill found in learning English. 
2. To English Teacher 
 This research is expected to give English teachers an insight about types of 
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deixis and refrence should be used when they are teaching English in the class. It 
is advisable for English teachers to use English optimally and more aware in 
choosing the reference word to get the students understanding about what the 
teacher refers to, then the students can translate the teacher’s utterance in to what 
actually the teacher mean by. Therefore, the teaching learning process would be 
fun for the teacher and the students. 
3. To other researchers 
 Based on the limitation, it is suggested to the next researchers who 
interested in pragmatic to conduct another research with a broader scope of 
sociolinguistics especially deixis feature, than this study by using a different 
method of analysis to get more accurate finding. Besides, the researcher hoped 
that other researchers are interested in analyzing pragmatics in other classification 
to make this study better and perfect. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
In this chapter, the researcher analyzes the data gathered from the research. The 
data were obtained from observation and documentation. This chapter was 
divided into two sections, research finding and discussion. This chapter presents 
research findings of deixis and reference in the form of sentence of English 
teacher utterance when teaching learning process in the tenth grade students of 
SMA N 4 SURAKARTA in the academic year 2019/2020. The discussion section 
provides the explanation of the research finding related to the statements and 
suggestion from experts.  
A. Research Findings  
 The researcher classified the data in this research based on the types of 
deixis and types of the reference of those deixis. In explaining the findings, the 
researcher did some steps. Firstly, the researcher presented the three types of 
deixis used by English teacher; person deixis, spatial deixis, and temporal deixis. 
Secondly, the researcher presented types of endophora reference that were 
anaphora and cataphora. In this research, the data were analyzed based on the data 
classification. The data of deixis which were analyzed by the researcher were 
collected from the observation on the tenth grade students of SMAN 4 
SURAKARTA. 
The observation was conducted four times with the duration of each 
observation was 90 minutes. From the note taking, voice recorder, and video 
recorder, the researcher found 444 words of deixis from 183 data occurred on 
English teacher utterance in the teaching learning process. The detailed list of 
sentences contained of deixis can be seen in the appendix. The following are some 
analyze made by the researcher related to the types of deixis and types of 
reference of deixis.  
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1. Types of Deixis Used by English Teacher 
A. First Meeting (Monday 2nd September 2019) 
The used of deixis are explained as follow:  
1) Opening  
In the opening class, the teacher greeted the students and asked about the 
students condition, and who were absent at that day by using kinds of deixis that 
referred to something or someone in the classroom. Start from greeting after that 
asking the students conditions and teacher giving a perseption to begin the 
material of learning process. On this analysis of obsevation of the teacher 
utterances that appear is included : 
a) Person Deixis 
 Person deixis was concerned the encoding of a participant in the speech 
events, which the utterance was delivered. Were some data from the person deixis 
used by English teacher during teaching learning process. 
02/PD/- 
 Students: I am fine and you? 
 Teacher: I am fine too 
The sentence 02/PD/-was uttered by the teacher as the speaker, she tried to 
answer the question that the students gave to him about her condition. The 
sentence explained about her good condition to start the class that day. From the 
sentence above, there was deixis word used by the teacher. The word “I”, it 
referred to someone and speaker. According to Yule, the word “I” was 
categorized as a singular pronoun of the first person deixis. The word “I” referred 
to the role person deixis in which the utterance narrated by one person. So, it was 
tied to the speaker which was the teacher herself. She was the only teacher in the 
class.  
03/PD/- 
 Teacher : Ok, we will discuss about recount text. 
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The sentence 03/PD/- was uttered the teacher as the speaker. She tried to 
begin the class with introducing the materials about recount text. From the 
sentence there were person deixis used by the teacher. In the first, it seems that the 
teacher uttered word “we”. Based on Yule, theory the word “we” as the first 
person plural. The deixis “we” had different form of subject and object in English. 
“We” was used for a subject. It was changed to pronoun “us” when it was used as 
an object. In Indonesian, the deixis we/us will be translated into two words; kami 
or kita. According to Yule, the word “we” was referred to first person deixis. 
b) Temporal Deixis  
166/TD/- 
Teacher: How are you today?  
Students: I am fine thank you and you? 
The sentence166/TD/-  was uttered by the teacher, on that situation the teacher 
began the class by asked about the studentsof class before began the material in 
that day. The teacher asking to the students who were the students that was not 
attend that day. From the sentence, there was the word deixis “today”. The word 
“today” used by the speaker to ask the students about the condition of their class 
in the present time. Based on the Yule’s theory, the word “today” was identified 
as temporal or time deixis, which had interpretation on knowing the relevant 
utterance time in the context that the teacher asking the students. The sentence 
above shows that the teacher asking the students on the present time. 
167/TD/- 
 Teacher: I am fine too. Who is absent today? 
Students: No one 
The sentence 167/TD/-was uttered by the teacher, on that condition the teacher 
began the class by asked about the students of class before began the material in 
that day. The teacher asking to the students who were not attended. From the 
sentence, there was the word deixis “today”. The word “today” used by the 
speaker to ask the students about the condition of their class in the present time. 
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Based on the Yule’s theory, the word “today” was identified as temporal or time 
deixis, which had interpretation on knowing the relevant utterance time in the 
context that the teacher asking the students. The sentence showed that the teacher 
asking the students on the present time.  
2) Observing  
 In observing, the teacher began to introduce the material and asked the 
students about their general knowledge about the materials. The teacher gave 
some questions, and showed them some texts about the materials of that day, that 
were the recount text. In this part there only kind of person deixis used by English 
teacher. From data analysis can be found in person deixis some observing 
activities. Person deixis used by English teacher can be seen in the sample as 
follows: 
a) Person Deixis 
05/PD/- 
 Teacher : Do you know about recount text 
 Students : yes mom 
 The sentences 05/PD/-was the uttered by the teacher, while the teacher 
began the material by asked to the students about their knowladge of recount text. 
The sentences above had included two person deixis uttered by the teacher. The 
word “you”, whereas had been explained above that the word “you” was the 
second person deixis. Which was pointed to someone as the addressee and during 
the classroom activities, there were an interaction between the students and the 
teacher.  
06/PD/- 
Teacher: I’ll ask you how many generic structure in recount text? 
Students: Three mom  
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The sentence 06/PD/- was the teacher as the speaker. She tried to begin the class 
by introducing the materials about the recount text. From the sentence above there 
were person deixis used by the teacher. In the first, the word that had been uttered 
by the teacher was the word “I”, the word “I” referred to the role person deixis 
which uttered by one person. She was the only teacher in the class. From the 
sentence, there also a word “you” that used by the teacher to point someone. In 
the word “you” referred to someone and the addresses. According to Yule, the 
word “you” was referred to person identified as the addressee, or the second 
person On the sentence uttered by the teacher above, there was type of deixis 
found in the sentence that was the word “dia/she” based on theory of Yule the 
word “she” or translated in Indonesia as “Dia” identified as the third singular 
person deixis. The word “she or dia” was used to consider the gender of 
addressee especially for female, but not in Indonesia. Therefore, this type of 
reference was also anaphoric reference, that referred to something had been told 
before. 
13/PD/AR 
 Teacher: If l say recount text. What is your opinion?. 
The sentence 13/PD/AR was the teacher as the speaker. She tried to give general 
question for the students. From the sentence above there were person deixis used 
by the teacher, there were the word “I” and “your”. The word that had been 
uttered by the teacher was the word “I”, the word “I” referred to the role person 
deixis which uttered by one person. In the word “your” referred to someone and 
the addresses. According to Yule, the word “your” was referred to person 
identified as the addressee, or the second person deixis in the conversation. Which 
was observable in the conversation between the teacher and the students during 
the class activities.  
Therefore, the word “your” referred to the students as the addressee which 
exampled by opinion.  
3) Questioning 
Questioning in teaching and learning in the classroom, with the guidance of a 
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teacher, students formulated about conversations and conducting exercises with 
friends to later get the value of the teacher in the classroom. In this section, there 
was only person deixis uttered by the teacher that can be seen in the sample 
above:  
a) Person Deixis 
06/PD/- 
 
We can conclude that recount text has 3 generic structure 
 
From the sentence 06/PD/-there person deixis used by the teacher. In the 
utterance, it seems that the teacher uttered word “we” or can be translated in to 
English as “kita”. Based on Yule theory, the word “we” as the first person plural. 
The deixis “we” had different form of subject and object in English. “We” was 
used for a subject. It was changed to pronoun “us” when it was used as an object. 
In Indonesian, the deixis we/us will be translated into two words; kami or kita. 
4) Experimenting 
 In experimenting, teacher explain about in each group of the students 
prepare for future advanced classes. The teacher and the learners do the exercise 
with reading about the conversation in order that learners can do it in the 
assessment process. In this section, there were only person deixis found in teacher 
utterance on experimenting section. That can be seen on the sample as follows:  
a) Person Deixis  
08/PD/- 
 Teacher: please youread the activity 1. You should analyze the generic 
structurenya. 
The sentence 08/PD/-was the uttered by the teacher, while began the 
material by asked to the students about their knowladge of recount text. In order 
to make the understanding about the materials the teacher to show them some 
textsabout therecount text. The sentence had been uttered by the teacher was 
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person deixis. The first word was the word “you”. Whereas, had been explained 
above that the word “you” was the second person deixis. The second deixis 
uttered by teacher was the words ‘kamu” which translated in English as “you” 
Which are pointed to someone as the addressee, and during the classroom 
activities, there are an interaction between the students and the teacher.  
5) Associating  
In associating, teacher tells the students to prepare a group with a friend 
that had been divided by the teacher for text of the recount text. The students 
asked for help when teachers require. The following type of deixis used by the 
teacher are found in associating section. 
a) Person Deixis  
10/PD/AR 
 Teacher:oh, you can do the exercise with your friend 
 The sentence 10/PD/AR was the uttered by the teacher, while the teacher 
to show the example of presenting the text of exercise. There were some person 
deixis found in the teacher utterance. The first word was the word “you”. 
Whereas, it had been explained above that the word “you” was the second person 
deixis. The second deixis uttered by teacher was the words ‘kamu” which 
translated in English as “you” Which are pointed to someone as the addressee, 
and during the classroom activities, there are an interaction between the students 
and the teacher. From the sentence, there is also the word “your”. Based on Yule 
theory, the word “your” as the possessive first person plural. The deixis “your” 
had different form of subject and object in English. “your” was used for a subject. 
It was changed to pronoun “your” when it was used as an object. 
b) Spatial Deixis  
148/SD/CR 
 Teacher: in this text you will find generic structure,read your answer 
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From the sentence148/SD/CR the teacher was the speaker. The teacher tried to 
explain the systematic way of the presentation to student, by giving the example 
of what they should said and what they have to explain to others . In the sentence 
above there were two words deixis there are the word “this” and itu or that”. 
Based on the Yule’s theory the two words above are categorized as the spatial 
deixis, which had a relative location of people and things was being indicated. 
The word “this” also can be called as adverb of place used for near distance, 
while the word “itu or that” called as adverb of place used for far distance.  
6) Communicating 
 In communicating teacher ask the students to present a conversation or any 
group to the next class. Students receive feedback from teacher to what in the 
show. In the process of communicating in discover some deixis expressions, the 
following will explain what expression in which it appears. 
a) Person Deixis  
14/PD/- 
 Teacher: coba grub yg lain. What do you think about the answer from this 
group? 
The sentence14/PD/- was the teacher utterances as the speaker. The teacher ask 
about the opinion from one of grub on discussion. From the sentence above there 
was the word “you” that referred to the member of other group, which was uttered 
by the teacher on the first sentence the word “other group”.  
15/PD/AR 
 Teacher: next from group barisan depan, explain your opinion. 
 The speaker of the sentence 15/PD/AR was the teacher. In this situation 
the teacher asking the group to explain the anwer. The sentence above can be 
categorized as anaphora reference, based on the Yule theory. Which was the 
anaphora was used to referring someone or something that already mention 
before. Whereas, from the sentence above, there was the word “your” referred to 
the addressee known as the member of group. It can be seen in the first sentence 
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when the teacher said “group barisan depan”, then the word “your” was referred 
back to the member of group, to represent the addressee based on the context of 
utterance 
b) Spatial Deixis  
149/SD/CR 
 Teacher: What do you think about the answer from this group? 
The sentence 149/SD/CR was the teacher utterances as the speaker. The teacher 
ask about the opinion from one of grub on discussion. In this sentence there was a 
word “this”. Based on yule’s theory it can be categorized as spatial deixis, which 
had a relative location of people and things was being indicated. The word “this” 
also can be called as adverb of place used for near distance. In the sentence above, 
the deixis word “this” referred to the group, because group had a neared distance 
from the speaker or the teacher.  
c) Temporal Deixis 
169/TD/- 
 Teacher: Please, look at the whiteboard now! 
 The sentence 169/TD/- had been uttered by the teacher as the speaker. The 
teacher explain the answer after that asking the students to look at the whiteboad. 
From the sentence above, the teacher had uttered the word deixis “Now”. Which 
was the word deixis “Now” identified as thetemporal or time deixis based on the 
Yule’s theory of temporal deixis. Because the word “Now” had interpretation on 
knowing the relevant utterance time. The word “now” here used to show the 
situation on the present time.  
 
7) Closing  
 In closing of the learning process in the classroom. Teachers and learners 
make a summary of the material already learned at this meeting. Teachers gave 
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assignments to learners to collect duties on the upcoming meetings. The teacher 
explained the plan further learning and teachers close the lesson by giving 
greetings. The following deixis expression appears in the process of closing. 
a) Person Deixis 
16/PD/- 
 Teacher: next meeting we will do the activity 2 
 The sentence 16/PD/- was the teacher as the speaker. She tried to deliver 
the material that they learn on next meeting. From the sentence above there person 
deixis used by the teacher.In the utterance above it seems that the teacher uttered 
word “we” or can be translated in to English as “kita”. Based on yule theory the 
word “we” as the first person plural. The deixis “we” had different form of subject 
and object in English. “We” was used for a subject. It was changed to pronoun 
“us” when it was used as an object. In Indonesian, the deixis we/us will be 
translated into two words; kami or kita. 
21/PD/- 
 Teacher: enough for today, we meet on friday 
The sentence 21/PD/-above was the teacher as the speaker. She tried to close the 
meeting on that day. From the sentence above there are person deixis used by the 
teacher. In the context the teacher uttered word “we”. Based on yule theory the 
word “we” as the first person plural. The deixis “we” had different form of subject 
and object in English. “We” was used for a subject. It was changed to pronoun 
“us” when it was used as an object. In Indonesian, the deixis we/us will be 
translated into two words; kami or kita.  
b) Spatial Deixis 
150/SD/AR 
 Teacher: jadi hari ini telah selesai membahas recount text. 
From the sentence 150/SD/AR the teacher was the speaker. The teacher tried to 
explain the summery and moral value from the materials. There were some spatial 
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deixis used by English teacherIn the sentence above there is words deixis there are 
the word “ini” or “this”. Based on the Yule’s theory the words above are 
categorized as the spatial deixis, which had a relative location of people and 
things was being indicated. The word “ini” or “this” also can be called as adverb 
of place used for near distance. 
B. Second Meeting (Friday, 6th September 2019) 
The used of deixis are explained as follow:  
1) Opening  
 In the opening class, the teacher greeted the students and asked about the 
students condition, and who were absent at that day by using kinds of deixis that 
referred to something or someone in the classroom. Start from greeting after that 
asking the students conditions and teacher giving aperseption to begin the material 
of learning process. On this analysis of obsevation of the teacher utteances that 
appear is included : 
a) Person Deixis 
34/PD/- 
Students: I am fine and you? 
 Teacher: I am fine too 
The sentence above was uttered by the teacher as the speaker, she tried to 
answer the question that the students gave to him about her condition. The 
sentence explained about her good condition to start the class that day.  
From the sentence above, there was deixis word used by the teacher. The 
word “I”, it referred to someone and speaker. According to Yule, the word “I” 
was categorized as a singular pronoun of the first person deixis. The word “I” 
referred to the role person deixis in which the utterance narrated by one person. 
So, it was tied to the speaker which was the teacher herself. She was the only 
teacher in the class.   
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36/PD/AR 
 Teacher: We will discuss about your homeworklast meeting 
.  The sentence 36/PD/AR was uttered the teacher as the speaker. She tried 
to begin the class with introducing the materials about recount text. From the 
sentence above there were person deixis used by the teacher. In the first, it seems 
that the teacher uttered word “we”. Based on yule theory the word “we” as the 
first person plural. The deixis “we” had different form of subject and object in 
English. “We” was used for a subject. It was changed to pronoun “us” when it 
was used as an object. In Indonesian, the deixis we/us will be translated into two 
words; kami or kita. According to Yule, the word “we” was referred to first 
person deixis. From the sentence above, there also the word “your”. Based on 
yule theory the word “your” as the possessive first person plural. The deixis 
“your” had different form of subject and object in English. “your” was used for a 
subject. It was changed to pronoun “your” when it was used as an object.  
b) Temporal Deixis 
172/TD/- 
Teacher: How are you today?  
Students: I am fine thank you and you? 
 The sentences 172/TD/- was uttered by the speaker. From the utterance, it 
can be seen that the situation was in the opening activity of the lesson. The teacher 
was asked the students about theirattendance before she start explaining the 
material. There any students who absent in that day. Based on the Yule’s theory, 
the word “today” was identified as temporal or time deixis, which had 
interpretation on knowing the relevant utterance time in the context that the 
teacher ask the students about the students’ attendance. The sentence above shows 
that the teacher ask the students on the present time. The word deixis above also 
had the referent meaning that was the word “today” referred to the fryday, 6 
September 2019, when the teaching learning process had occurred.  
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2) Observing  
 In observing the teacher began to introduce the material by asked the 
students about their based knowledge about the materials the teacher want to 
deliver. The teacher gave some question, and show them some picture about the, 
materials of that day, that were the culture in Indonesia.in this part there only kind 
of person deixis used by English teacher. 
a) Person Deixis  
38/PD/- 
Teacher: do you find difficult in recount text 
 The sentence 38/PD/- was the uttered by the teacher, while began the 
material by asked to the students about their knowladge of recount text. In order 
to make the understanding about the materials the teacher show them some text 
about therecount text. The sentence had been uttered by the teacher was person 
deixis. The first word was the word “you”. Whereas, had been explained above 
that the word “you” was the second person deixis. The second deixis uttered by 
teacher was the words ‘kamu” which translated in English as “you” Which are 
pointed to someone as the addressee, and during the classroom activities, there are 
an interaction between the students and the teacher.  
41/PD/- 
 Teacher: Do you find difficult to finish of homework? 
 The sentence 41/PD/- was the uttered by the teacher, while began the 
material by asked to the students about their homework.The sentence above had 
include two person deixis uttered by the teacher. The first word was the word 
“you”. Whereas, had been explained above that the word “you” was the second 
person deixis. Which was pointed to someone as the addressee, and during the 
classroom activities, there are an interaction between the students and the teacher.  
3) Questioning  
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Questioning in teaching and learning in the classroom, with the guidance 
of a teacher, students formulate about conversations and conducting exercises 
with friends to later get the value of the teacher inthe classroom. In this section 
there were some type of deixis uttered by the teacher there are: 
a) Person Deixis  
44/PD/AR 
Teacher: Ok, it mean that, using your smartphone or open the dictionary.  
The sentence 44/PD/AR was the teacher as the speaker. She tried to give 
general question for the students. From the sentence above there were person 
deixis used by the teacher there is “your”. In here the word “your” referred to 
someone and the addresses. According to Yule, the word “your” was referred to 
person identified as the addressee, or the second person deixis in the conversation. 
Which was observable in the conversation between the teacher and the students 
during the class activities. Therefore, the word “your” here referred to the 
students as the addressee which exampled by students.  
4) Experimenting 
In experimenting teacher explain about in pairs students prepare for future 
advanced classes. The teacher and the learners do the exercise with reading about 
the conversation in order that learners can do it in the assessment process.in this 
section there were person deixis and spatial deixis. 
a) Person deixis  
49/PD/  
Teacher: today we will discuss the exercise on page with 3 group.  
The sentence 49/PD/  was uttered the teacher as the speaker. She tried to begin the 
class with introducing the materials about recount text. From the sentence above 
there were person deixis used by the teacher. In the first, it seems that the teacher 
uttered word “we”. Based on yule theory the word “we” as the first person plural. 
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The deixis “we” had different form of subject and object in English. “We” was 
used for a subject. It was changed to pronoun “us” when it was used as an object. 
In Indonesian, the deixis we/us will be translated into two words; kami or kita. 
According to Yule, the word “we” was referred to first person deixis. 
50/PD/- 
Teacher: do you understand? 
 The sentence 50/PD/- was the uttered by the teacher, while began the 
material by asked to the students about their exercise.The sentence above had 
include two person deixis uttered by the teacher. The first word was the word 
“you”. Whereas, had been explained above that the word “you” was the second 
person deixis. Which was pointed to someone as the addressee, and during the 
classroom activities, there are an interaction between the students and the teacher. 
b) Spatial Deixis  
153/SD/CR 
 Teacher: in this discussion, l will give you 25 minutes. 
From the sentence 153/SD/CR, the teacher as the speaker, she tell the 
systematic rule of the game and what each group do with their friends. In this 
sentence there was a word “this”. Based on yule’s theory it can be categorized as 
spatial deixis, which had a relative location of people and things was being 
indicated. The word “this”also can be called as adverb of place used for near 
distance. In the sentence above, the deixis word “this” referred to the envelope, 
because the envelope had a neared distance from the speaker or the teacher, which 
was hold by the teacher. 
154/SD/AR 
 Teacher: Attention please, ayo look at medisini! 
From the sentence154/SD/AR the utterance was uttered by the English 
teacher. The teacher gave the caution for students. The spatial deixis word used by 
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English teacher in this section was the word “disini” or translated as “here” in 
English. Based theory of Yule, the word “here” was classified as spatial deixis, 
which had a relative location of people and things was being indicated in the 
speech event. The word “here” also called as adverb of place used for near 
distance.  
5) Associating  
 In associating teacher tells the students to preparetheir group to begin on 
conducting some activities. The students asked for help when teachers require. 
a) Person Deixis 
51/PD/- 
 Teacher: karna ada 3 soal, masing-masing grub mendiskusikan 1 soal. Do 
you understand? 
The sentence 51/PD/- was the uttered by the teacher, while began the game 
activities in associating times. The teacher also remind the students about the rule. 
Sentence had been uttered by the teacher was person deixis. The first word was 
the word “you”. Whereas, had been explained above that the word “you” was the 
second person deixis. the words ‘kamu” which translated in English as “you” 
Which were pointed to someone as the addressee, and during the classroom 
activities, there are an interaction between the students and the teacher.  
55/PD/AR 
 Teacher: ayo number one, please group one explain your answer 
The speaker of the sentence 55/PD/AR was the teacher. In this situation the 
teacher asking the group to explain the answer. The sentence above can be 
categorized as anaphora reference, based on the Yule theory. Which was the 
anaphora was used to referring someone or something that already mention 
before. Whereas, from the sentence above, there was the word “your” referred to 
the addressee known as the member of group. It can be seen in the first sentence 
when the teacher said “group one”, then the word “your” was referred back to the 
member of group, to represent the addressee based on the context of utterance. 
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b) Spatial Deixis 
156/SD/AR 
Teacher: karena ini enggak ada masalah, next number two.  
From the sentence 156/SD/AR the teacher was the speaker. The teacher tried to 
explain the systematic way of the game. In the sentence above there were words 
deixis there are the word “ini or this”. Based on the Yule’s theory the two words 
above are categorized as the spatial deixis, which had a relative location of people 
and things was being indicated. The word “ini or this” called as adverb of place 
used for near distance.  
157/SD/CR 
 Teacher: mungkin disini ada yang punya jawaban lain, bisa raise your 
hand. 
The sentence 157/SD/CR was the utterance of the teacher, the teacher had remind 
the students if has the other answer can raise their hand. From the sentence above 
it seems the word deixis “disini or here” which based on Yule theory it was 
indicates as adverb of place, which was location of people and things was being 
indicated. Whereas the word “disini or here” used for far distance. In addition, 
this sentence also had a reference type as the chataphoric reference 
c) Temporal Deixis  
174/TD/- 
 Teacher: Ok. Now, the last number, group three time is yours! 
The sentence 174/TD/- had been uttered by the teacher as the speaker. The teacher 
explain about the students’ group to explain the answer. From the sentence above, 
the teacher had uttered the word deixis “Now”. Which was the word deixis “Now” 
identified as the temporal or time deixis based on the Yule’s theory of temporal 
deixis. Because the word “Now” had interpretation on knowing the relevant 
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utterance time. The word “now” here used to show the situation on the present 
time.  
6) Communicating 
 In communicaring teacher ask the students to present a conversation or 
any group to the next class. Students receive feedback from teacher to what in the 
show. In the process of communicating indiscover some deixis expressions, the 
following will explain what expression in which it appears. 
a) Person Deixis  
71/PD/AR 
 Teacher: all of group had explained their opinion. So give applause. 
The sentence 71/PD/AR was the uttered by the teacher on communicating 
activities, where the teacher as the delegation of each group come in front of the 
class to gave the conclusion about their group .The sentence above had include 
two person deixis uttered by the teacher. The word was the “their” as the plural 
first person deixis, which addressee to the group of some people, that do not exist 
in the conversation. In addition, according to Yule, the deixis word “their” here as 
the anaphoricreference, because the word “their” was referred to something that 
had been told before that was “students”. 
b) Spatial Deixis  
155/SD/- 
Teacher: May be in this class have any question for me. 
The sentence 155/SD/- was the teacher utterances as the speaker. The teacher ask 
about the opinion from discussion in learning process. In this sentence there was a 
word “this”. Based on yule’s theory it can be categorized as spatial deixis, which 
had a relative location of people and things was being indicated. The word “this” 
also can be called as adverb of place used for near distance. In the sentence above, 
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the deixis word “this” referred to the group, because group had a neared distance 
from the speaker or the teacher.  
7) Closing  
In closing in the learning process in the classroom. Teachers and learners 
make a summary of the material already learned at this meeting. Teachers gave 
assignments to learners to collect duties on the upcoming meetings. The teacher 
explained the plan further learning and teachersclose the lesson by giving 
greetings. The following deixis expression appears in the process of closing. 
a) Person Deixis 
69/PD/- 
Teacher: untuk PR nya mom Indi cek dulu. Next week you should read the 
recount text. 
The sentence 69/PD/- was the uttered by the teacher, while closing the 
class by asked to the students about their question about the materials. In order to 
make get the understanding about the materials. The sentence had been uttered by 
the teacher was person deixis. The first word was the word “you”. Whereas, had 
been explained above that the word “you” was the second person deixis Which 
are pointed to someone as the addressee, and during the classroom activities, there 
are an interaction between the students and the teacher.  
b) Spatial Deixis  
158/SD/- 
 Teacher: one of students from group there please write your answer 
disana 
The speaker of the utterance was the teacher on closing activities, while the 
teacher explained how to do their home word in the home with their group. The 
deixis word found on the utterance 158/SD/- was the word “there” Whereas, the 
word “there” was classified as spatial deixis, which had a relative location of 
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people and things was being indicated in the speech event. The word “there” also 
called as adverb of place used for far distance.  
c) Temporal Deixis 
175/TD/CR 
Teacher: Any question for today? See you next week. 
The speaker of the sentence 175/TD/CR was the teacher. She tried to giving the 
students time for ask her the question about the materials that she had been 
explained before. From the utterance above, there was the word deixis “next 
week” that obtained in the data. Based on the Yule’s theory, the word “next 
week” can be categorized as temporal deixis, which had interpretation on 
knowing the relevant utterance time. This type of deixis also called as adverb of 
time. when they do the English class, and it was clearly explain that the word 
“next week” was referred to Monday 9 September 2019. In addition, the type of 
reference from this sentence was cataphoric reference, because the word deixis 
“next week” had been told before the reference word that was the word “Monday 
9 September 2019”. 
 
C. Third Meeting (Monday, 9th September 2019) 
The used of deixis are explained as follow:  
1) Opening  
In the opening class, the teacher greeted the students and asked about the students 
condition, and who were absent at that day by using kinds of deixis that referred 
to something or someone in the classroom. Start from greeting after that asking 
the students conditions and teacher giving aperseption to begin the material of 
learning process. On this analysis of obsevation of the teacher utteances that 
appear is included : 
a) Person Deixis  
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76/PD/- 
Students: I am fine and you? 
 Teacher: I am fine too 
The sentence 77/PD/- was uttered by the teacher as the speaker, she tried to 
answer the question that the students gave to him about her condition. The 
sentence explained about her good condition to start the class that day.  
From the sentence above, there was deixis word used by the teacher. The 
word “I”, it referred to someone and speaker. According to Yule, the word “I” 
was categorized as a singular pronoun of the first person deixis. The word “I” 
referred to the role person deixis in which the utterance narrated by one person. 
So, it was tied to the speaker which was the teacher herself. She was the only 
teacher in the class.   
77/PD/- 
Teacher: Ok l had finished check your homework in the last meeting.  
The sentence 77/PD/- was uttered the teacher as the speaker. She tried to 
begin the class with introducing the materials about recount text. From the 
sentence above there were person deixis used by the teacher there is “your”. In 
here the word “your” referred to someone and the addresses. According to Yule, 
the word “your” was referred to person identified as the addressee, or the second 
person deixis in the conversation. Which was observable in the conversation 
between the teacher and the students during the class activities. Therefore, the 
word “your” here referred to the students as the addressee which exampled by 
students.  
2) Observing  
In observing the teacher began to introduce the material by asked the 
students about their based knowledge about the materials the teacher want to 
deliver. The teacher gave some question, and show them some picture about the, 
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materials of that day, that are the culture inIndonesia.in this part there only kind of 
person deixis used by English teacher. 
a) Person Deixis  
78/PD/- 
 Teacher: we will discuss about leave taking. 
  Students : yes mom 
The sentence 78/PD/- was the uttered by the teacher, while began the 
material by asked to the students about their knowladge of leave taking. In order 
to make the understanding about the materials the teacher show them some text 
about the leave taking.From the sentence above there were person deixis used by 
the teacher. In the first, it seems that the teacher uttered word “we”. Based on yule 
theory the word “we” as the first person plural. The deixis “we” had different 
form of subject and object in English. “We” was used for a subject. It was 
changed to pronoun “us” when it was used as an object. In Indonesian, the deixis 
we/us will be translated into two words; kami or kita. According to Yule, the 
word “we” was referred to first person deixis. 
 
79/PD/- 
 Teacher:do you know about leave taking?  
The sentence 79/PD/- was the uttered by the teacher, while began the 
material by asked to the students about their knowladge of leave taking. In order 
to make the understanding about the materials the teacher show them some text 
about the leave taking.From the sentence above there were person deixis used by 
the teacher. The sentence above had include two person deixis uttered by the 
teacher. The first word was the word “you”. Whereas, had been explained above 
that the word “you” was the second person deixis. Which was pointed to someone 
as the addressee, and during the classroom activities, there are an interaction 
between the students and the teacher. 
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3) Questioning  
Questioning in teaching and learning in the classroom, with the guidance 
of a teacher, students formulate about conversations and conducting exercises 
with friends to later get the value of the teacher in the classroom. In this section 
there was only person deixis type found from English teacher utterances.  
a) Person Deixis  
81/PD/- 
Teacher: I give a question, if I say “see you tomorrow” the respons is?. 
students : See you mom 
The sentence 81/PD/- was the teacher as the speaker. She tried to give general 
question for the students. From the sentence above, there was deixis word used by 
the teacher. The word “I”, it referred to someone and speaker. The word deixis “I” 
also translated in Indonesia as “saya” According to Yule, the word “I” or “saya” 
was categorized as a singular pronoun of thefirst person deixis. The word “I” or 
“saya” referred to the role person deixis in which the utterance narrated by one 
person. So, it was tied to the speaker which was the teacher herself. She was the 
only teacher in the class .  
4) Experimenting 
In experimenting teacher explain about in pairs students prepare for future 
advanced classes. The teacher and the learners do the exercise with reading about 
the conversation in order that learners can do it in the assessment process in this 
section there were Person deixis and spatial deixis that can be seen on the sample 
bellow:  
a) Person Deixis  
87/PD/- 
Teacher: next i give you exercise to make a dialog using leave taking. 
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The utterance 87/PD/- are uttered by the teacher as the speaker. The 
teacher tried introduce about her media to conduct the class. There were some the 
deixis word “I” uttered by the teacher in the experimenting section. From the 
sentence above, there was deixis word used by the teacher. The word “I”, it 
referred to someone and speaker. According to Yule, the word “I” was 
categorized as a singular pronoun of the first person deixis. The word “I” referred 
to the role person deixis in which the utterance narrated by one person. So, it was 
tied to the speaker which was the teacher herself. She was the only teacher in the 
class.  
89/PD/- 
Teacher: are you ready to finish the task. 
The utterance 89/PD/- are uttered by the teacher as the speaker. The teacher tried 
introduce about her media to conduct the class. There were some the deixis word 
“you” uttered by the teacher in the experimenting section. 
From the sentence above, there was deixis word used by the teacher. The 
word “you”, it referred to someone and speaker. According to Yule, the word “I” 
was categorized as a singular pronoun of the first person deixis. In here the word 
“you” referred to someone and the addresses. According to Yule, the word “you” 
was referred to person identified as the addressee, or the secondperson deixis in 
the conversation. Which was observable in the conversation between the teacher 
and the students during the class activities. Therefore, the word “you” here 
referred to the students as the addressee.  
b) Spatial Deixis  
159/SD/- 
Teacher: you can do this exercise in a peer 
From the sentence 159/SD/- the teacher was the speaker. The teacher tried to 
explain about the systematic rule of the activities. There were some spatial deixis 
used by English teacher In the sentence above there words deixis the word “this”. 
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Based on the Yule’s theory the word above are categorized as the spatial deixis, 
which had a relative location of people and things was being indicated. The word 
“this” can be called as adverb of place used for near distance.  
5) Associating  
In associating teacher tells the students to prepare a group of couples with 
a friend. The students asked for help when teachers require. 
a) Person Deixis  
92/PD/- 
Teacher: kelompoknya teman sebangku. You have time 25 minutes. 
The sentence are uttered by the teacher, the teacher tell the students to use the 
dictionary to help the students found the difficult vocabularies from the text. 
There were some person deixis found in the sentence. The teacher uttered word 
“you” that used by the teacher to point someone. Here the word “you” referred to 
someone and the addresses. According to Yule, the word “you” was referred to 
person identified as the addressee, or the second person deixis in the conversation. 
Which was observable in the conversation between the teacher and the students 
during the class activities. Therefore, the word “you” here referred to the students 
as the addressee. 
 b) Spatial Deixis 
160/SD/AR  
Teacher: ok itu kelompok beatifull girl. Silahkan maju ke depan. 
From the sentence160/SD/AR  the teacher as the speaker remind the students to 
do not tear the text paper that can be found inside the ball, the students have to be 
carefully on tae the text papers from the balls. In the sentence there was words 
deixis there are the word “itu” or can translated in Indonesia as “that”. Based on 
the Yule’s theory the two words above are categorized as the spatial deixis, which 
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had a relative location of people and things was being indicated. The word “itu or 
that” called as adverb of place used for far distance.  
6) Communicating 
In communicaring teacher ask the students to present a conversation or any group 
to the next class. Students receive feedback from teacher to what in the show. In 
the process of communicating in discover some deixis expressions, the following 
will explain what expression in which it appears.  
a) Person Deixis  
111/PD/- 
Teacher: give applause for your friend. 
The sentences 111/PD/- was uttered by the speaker. From the utterance, it can be 
seen that the situation was in associating activity of the lesson. The teacher tell the 
students to apresiation on do the assignments. From the sentence above, there also 
a word “your” that used by the teacher to point someone. Here the word “your” 
referred to someone and the addresses. According to Yule, the word “your” was 
referred to person identified as the addressee, or the possessive second person 
deixis in the conversation. Which was observable in the conversation between the 
teacher and the students during the class activities. Therefore, the word “your” 
here referred to the students as the addressee.  
7) Closing  
In closing in the learning process in the classroom. Teachers and learners 
make a summary of the material already learned at this meeting. Teachers gave 
assignments to learners to collect duties on the upcoming meetings. The teacher 
explained the plan further learning and teachersclose the lesson by give greetings. 
The following deixis expression appears in the process of closing. 
a) Person Deixis  
115/PD/- 
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Teacher:  i think the time is over. So, see you next week 
The sentences 115/PD/- was uttered by the speaker. From the utterance, it 
can be seen that the situation was in the closing activity of the lesson. The teacher 
tell the students about their duty for next meeting. The utterance above are uttered 
by the teacher as the speaker. There were some the deixis word “I” uttered by the 
teacher in the experimenting section. From the sentence above, there was deixis 
word used by the teacher. The word “I”, it referred to someone and speaker. 
According to Yule, the word “I” was categorized as a singular pronoun of the first 
person deixis. The word “I” referred to the role person deixis in which the 
utterance narrated by one person. So, it was tied to the speaker which was the 
teacher herself. She was the only teacher in the class.  
b) Temporal Deixis  
180/TD/- 
 Teacher:  i think the time is over. So, see you next week 
The speaker of the sentence 180/TD/- was the teacher. She tried to giving the 
students time for ask her the question about the materials that she had been 
explained before. But there was no question come from the class, then the teacher 
close the class by giving the students homework that they should prepare for next 
meeting. From the utterance above, there was the word deixis “next week” that 
obtained in the data. Based on the Yule’s theories the word “next week” can be 
categorized as temporal deixis, which had interpretation on knowing the relevant 
utterance time. This type of deixis also called as adverb of time. In this case the 
word “next week” it was clearly explain that the word “next week” was referred 
to Friday 13 September 2019. 
d. Fourth Meeting (Friday 13 September 2019.) 
The used of deixis are explained as follow:  
1) Opening  
In the opening class, the teacher greeted the students and asked about the students 
condition, and who were absent at that day by using kinds of deixis that referred 
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to something or someone in the classroom. Start from greeting after that asking 
the students conditions and teacher giving aperseption to begin the material of 
learning process. On this analysis of obsevation of the teacher utteances that 
appear included : 
 a) Person Deixis  
122/PD/- 
Students: I am fine and you? 
 Teacher: I am fine too 
The sentence 122/PD/- was uttered by the teacher as the speaker, she tried 
to answer the question that the students gave to him about her condition. The 
sentence explained about her good condition to start the class that day. From the 
sentence above, there was deixis word used by the teacher. The word “I”, it 
referred to someone and speaker. According to Yule, the word “I” was 
categorized as a singular pronoun of the first person deixis. The word “I” referred 
to the role person deixis in which the utterance narrated by one person. So, it was 
tied to the speaker which was the teacher herself. She was the only teacher in the 
class.   
123/PD/- 
Teacher: so, we will continue the material. Last meeting we are discuss 
about leave taking. Right? 
 Students : yes mom 
The sentence 123/PD/- was the uttered by the teacher, while began the 
material by asked to the students about their exercise.In the first, it seems that the 
teacher uttered word “we”. Based on yule theory the word “we” as the first person 
plural. The deixis “we” had different form of subject and object in English. “We” 
was used for a subject. It was changed to pronoun “us” when it was used as an 
object. In Indonesian, the deixis we/us will be translated into two words; kami or 
kita. According to Yule, the word “we” was referred to first person deixis 
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b) Temporal Deixis  
166/TD/- 
Teacher: How are you today?  
Students: I am fine thank you and you? 
The sentence was uttered by the teacher, on that situation the teacher 
began the class by asked about the studentsof class before began the material in 
that day. The teacher ask to the students who were the students that did not 
attended that day. From the sentence 166/TD/-, there was the word deixis 
“today”. The word “today” used by the speaker to ask the students about the 
condition of their class in the present time. Based on the Yule’s theory, the word 
“today” was identified as temporal or time deixis, which had interpretation on 
knowing the relevant utterance time in the context that the teacher ask the 
students. The sentence above shows that the teacher ask the students on the 
present time. 
 
 
2) Observing  
In observing the teacher began to introduce the material by asked the students 
about their based knowledge about the materials the teacher want to deliver. The 
teacher gave some question, and show them some picture about the, materials of 
that day, that are the culture in Indonesia.in this part there are kind of person 
deixis and temporal deixis used by English teacher. 
a) Person Deixis 
125/PD/- 
 Teacher: ok today we will discuss about thanking and respon. 
The sentences 125/PD/- was uttered by the speaker. From the utterance, it 
can be seen that the situation was in the observing activity of the lesson. The 
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teacher ask the students about their knowledge about conditional sentence.In the 
first, it seems that the teacher uttered word “we”. Based on yule theory the word 
“we” as the first person plural. The deixis “we” had different form of subject and 
object in English. “We” was used for a subject. It was changed to pronoun “us” 
when it was used as an object. In Indonesian, the deixis we/us will be translated 
into two words; kami or kita.  
/PD/- 
Teacher: the example of thanking if l say thank you. The respons is youre 
wellcome. Right? 
The sentences above was uttered by the speaker. From the utterance, it can be 
seen that the situation was in the observing activity of the lesson. From the 
sentence above, there was deixis word used by the teacher. The word “I”, it 
referred to someone and speaker. According to Yule, the word “I” was 
categorized as a singular pronoun of the first person deixis. The word “I” referred 
to the role person deixis in which the utterance narrated by one person. So, it was 
tied to the speaker which was the teacher herself. She was the only teacher in the 
class.   
b) Temporal Deixis 
180/TD/- 
Teacher: Sekarang, karena sudah paham. Silahkan kalian tulis contoh thanking 
beserta responya! 
 The sentence 180/TD/- had been uttered by the teacher as the speaker. The 
teacher explain about thanking. There found temporal deixis used by English 
teacher. From the sentence 180/TD/-, the teacher had uttered the word deixis 
“Now”. Which was the word deixis “Now” identified as the temporal or time 
deixis based on the Yule’s theory of temporal deixis. Because the word “Now” 
had interpretation on knowing the relevant utterance time. The word “now” here 
used to show the situation on the present time. 
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3) Questioning  
Questioning in teaching and learning in the classroom, with the guidance 
of a teacher, students formulate about conversations and conducting exercises 
with friends to later get the value of the teacher in the classroom. In this section 
there were some types of deixis uttered by the teacher that had been sampled a 
follows:  
a) Person Deixis  
126/PD/- 
 Teacher: Do you know thanking and respons? 
The sentence 126/PD/- was the teacher as the speaker. She tried to give general 
question for the students. From the sentence above, there was deixis word used by 
the teacher.The sentence 126/PD/- had include two person deixis uttered by the 
teacher. The first word was the word “you”. Whereas, had been explained above 
that the word “you” was the second person deixis. Which was pointed to someone 
as the addressee, and during the classroom activities, there are an interaction 
between the students and the teacher. 
b) Spatial Deixis 
161/SD/CR 
Teacher: Jadi nanti kalau nulis contohnya disini ya? 
From the sentence161/SD/CR the utterance was uttered by the English teacher. In 
questioning section, the teacher tried to answer and explained about the materials 
that the students still confuse about the task. The spatial deixis word used by 
English teacher in this section was the word “di sini” or translated as “here” in 
English. Based theory of Yule, the word “here” was classified as spatial deixis, 
which had a relative location of people and things was being indicated in the 
speech event. The word “here” also called as adverb of place used for near 
distance.  
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4) Experimenting 
In experimenting teacher explain about in pairs students prepare for future 
advanced classes. The teacher and the learners do the exercise with reading about 
the conversation in order that learners can did in the assessment process. In this 
section there were: 
a) Person Deixis 
131/PD/- 
Teacher: because the exercise is very easy. I give ten minutes to finish. 
 The sentence 131/PD/- was the teacher as the speaker. She tried to answer 
the students  about the materials. From the sentence above there are person deixis 
used by the teacher.The word “I”, it referred to someone and speaker. According 
to Yule, the word “I” was categorized as a singular pronoun of the first person 
deixis. The word “I” referred to the role person deixis in which the utterance 
narrated by one person. So, it was tied to the speaker which was the teacher 
herself. She was the only teacher in the class.  
132/PD/CR 
Students : itu PR mom? 
Teacher: No. This exercise for you. 
The sentence 132/PD/CR was uttered by the teacher, experimenting 
process. The teacher gave the example and discuss about the shape of conditional 
sentence from the example. The sentence had been uttered by the teacher was 
person deixis. The first word was the word “you”. Whereas, had been explained 
above that the word “you” was the second person deixis.Which are pointed to 
someone as the addressee, and during the classroom activities, there are an 
interaction between the students and the teacher. 
b) Spatial Deixis 
162/SD/CR 
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Students : itu PR mom? 
Teacher: No. This exercise for you. 
 The sentences 162/SD/CR was uttered by the speaker. From the utterance, 
it can be seen that the situation was in the closing activities. In the sentence above 
there are words deixis there is the word “ini” or “this”. Based on the Yule’s 
theory the words above are categorized as the spatial deixis,which had a relative 
location of people and things was being indicated. The word “ini” or “this” also 
can be called as adverb of place used for near distance. 
5) Associating  
 In associating teacher tells the students to prepare a group of couples with 
a friend. The students asked for help when teachers require. 
a) Person Deixis 
133/PD/- 
Teacher: ok your time 25 minutes. 
The sentence133/PD/- was the teacher as the speaker, the teacher ask the students 
to do the exercises in their book. There were some deixis word from the teacher 
utterance.. From the sentence above, there also the word “your”. Based on yule 
theory the word “your” as the possessive first person plural. The deixis “your” 
had different form of subject and object in English. “your” was used for a subject. 
It was changed to pronoun “your” when it was used as an object.  
b) Spatial Deixis 
163/SD/CR 
Teacher: Itu murid yang dibelakang sudah selesai belum? 
 From the sentence 163/SD/CR the teacher was the speaker. In associating 
section, the teacher ask the students to do the exercises. I this context the teacher 
gave the clue, and remind the students about conditional sentence. There was the 
spatial deixis word found in the teacher utterance. In the sentence above there 
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were two words deixis there were the word itu or that”. Based on the Yule’s 
theory the two words above are categorized as the spatial deixis, which had a 
relative location of people and things was being indicated. The word “itu or that” 
calledas adverb of place used for far distance. 
6) Communicating 
 In communicaring teacher ask the students to present a conversation or 
any group to the next class. Students receive feedback from teacher to what in the 
show. In the process of communicating in discover some deixis expressions, the 
following will explain what expression in which it appears. 
a) Person Deixis 
138/PD/- 
 Teacher: we will discuss together. Attention please! 
The sentences 138/PD/- was uttered by the speaker. From the utterance, it can be 
seen that the situation was in communicating activity of the lesson. The teacher 
ask the students to read and tell the teacher about their answer of the exercises.In 
the first, it seems that the teacher uttered word “we”. Based on yule theory the 
word “we” as the first person plural. The deixis “we” had different form of 
subject and object in English. “We” wasused for a subject. It was changed to 
pronoun “us” when it was used as an object. In Indonesian, the deixis we/us will 
be translated into two words; kami or kita.  
b) Spatial Deixis 
164/SD/CR 
Teacher: saya sangat senang mengajar kelas ini. 
From the sentence 164/SD/CR the teacher was the speaker. The teacher 
tried to explain about the materials to the students in communicating section. 
There spatial deixis used by English teacher In the sentence above there is words 
deixis the word “ini” or “this”. Based on the Yule’s theory the words above are 
categorized as the spatial deixis, which had a relative location of people and 
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things was being indicated. The word “ini” or “this” can be called as adverb of 
place used for near distance. 
7) Closing  
In closing in the learning process in the classroom. Teachers and learners make a 
summary of the material already learned at this meeting. Teachers gave 
assignments to learners to collect duties on the upcoming meetings. The teacher 
explained the plan further learning and teachersclose the lesson by giving 
greetings. The following deixis expression appears in the process of closing. 
a) Person Deixis 
140/PD/- 
Teacher: OK, i think thanking and respons bisa digunakan untuk banyak 
hal. Right? 
 The sentences 140/PD/- was uttered by the speaker. From the utterance, it 
can be seen that the situation was in the closing activities. The teacher tried to 
explain the summary and the conclusion from the materials that they did learn on 
that day. The word that had been uttered by the teacher was the word “I”, the 
word “I” referred to the role person deixis which uttered by one person. 
According to Yule, the word “I” can be categorized as first person deixis.  
141/PD/- 
Teacher: If there is no question please try to make homework we will 
discuss on Monday. 
The sentences 141/PD/- was uttered by the speaker. From the utterance, it 
can be seen that the situation was in the closing activities. The teacher tried to 
explain the summary and theconclusion from the materials that they did learn on 
that day and gave the students the home work for the next meeting.The teacher 
uttered word “we”. Based on yule theory the word “we” as the first person plural. 
The deixis “we” had different form of subject and object in English. “We” was 
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used for a subject. It was changed to pronoun “us” when it was used as an object. 
In Indonesian, the deixis we/us will be translated into two words; kami or kita. 
The referent meaning of person deixis “we” were both the teacher and the 
students, because they were did the teaching learning process together. 
b) Spatial Deixis 
165/SD/CR 
Teacher: kelas ini memang luar biasa. Saya suka mengajar kelas ini. 
The sentences 165/SD/CR was uttered by the speaker. From the utterance, it can 
be seen that the situation was in the closing activities. In the sentence above there 
are words deixis there is the word “ini” or “this”. Based on the Yule’s theory the 
words above are categorized as the spatial deixis,which had a relative location of 
people and things was being indicated. The word “ini” or “this” also can be 
called as adverb of place used for near distance.  
c) Temporal Deixis 
182/TD/CR 
Teacher:  i think the time is over. So, see you next week 
The speaker of the sentence 182/TD/CR was the teacher. She tried to giving the 
students time for ask her the question about the materials that she had been 
explained before. But there was no question come from the class, then the teacher 
close the class by giving the students homework that they should prepare for next 
meeting. From the utterance 182/TD/CR, there was the word deixis “next week” 
that obtained in the data. Based on the Yule’s theories the word “next week” can 
be categorized as temporal deixis, which had interpretation on knowing the 
relevant utterance time. This type of deixis also called as adverb of time. In this 
case the word “next week” it was clearly explain that the word “next week” was 
referred to monday 16 September2019. 
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After giving the sample of the data, and categorized based on three types 
of deixis namely person deixis, spatial deixis, and temporal deixis. Here were the 
whole findings of the type of deixis used by English teacher in tenth grade 
students of SMAN 4 Surakarta in the academic year of 2019/2020, as follow  
Table 4.1 Type of Deixis used by English Teacher 
No  Type of Person Deixis  Frequency  
1 Person Deixis : 
a. First Person 
b. Second Person 
c. Third Person 
 
98 
185 
43 
2 Spatial Deixis  39 
3 Temporal Deixis  21 
4 Social Deixis 43 
5 Discourse Deixis 15 
Total  444 
 
From the table of findings above can be seen that the types of deixis were 
applied by the teacher during teaching learning process in the tenth grade students 
of SMAN 4 Surakarta. Based on the table, there were 444 words which can be 
categorized as person deixis. This also can be classified again into 98 for first 
person deixis, 185for second person deixis, 43 words for third person deixis, 
social deixis for 43 word anddiscourse deixis for 15 word. The second type of 
deixis that obtained in the data was spatial deixis, there were 39 words. The third 
type of deixis was temporal deixis there were 21 words found from the data. From 
the explanation above, it can be concluded that the often type of deixis obtained in 
the teacher utterance during classroom activities in the tenth grade students of 
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SMAN 4 Surakarta was person deixis with total word used were 326 words. The 
second most common type was spatial deixis with 39 words used by the teacher. 
Whereas, the least common type was temporal deixis that obtained in the teacher 
utterance, with only 21 data of occurrences. 
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that the mostly types of 
deixis used by English teacher during teaching learning process was person deixis 
326 words. Whereas, the mostly types of person deixis that used by English 
teacher were using second person deixis “you” which were founds 185 words 
used by the English teacher of the tenth grade students of S MAN 4 Surakarta. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
This chapter presents two parts namely conclusion and suggestion. The 
conclusion is concerned with the summary of the result. This include the three 
types of deixis used by the teacher of the tenth grade students of SMA N 4 
Surakarta, the types of reference of those deixis. Meanwhile, suggestion is 
presented to offer some suggestions for the students, the English teacher, and 
future researchers. 
A. Conclusion 
 Derived from the result that has been obtained and analyzed. The research 
was to identify the types of deixis used by the English teacher in teaching English 
for tenth grade students of SMAN 4 Surakarta, there were three types of deixis 
according to Yule’s theory and levinson’s theori that were employed by the 
English teacher during the teaching learning process. The researcher then drew 
some conclusions as follow: 
1. The researcher found that the English teacher applied deixis in delivering 
English materials to the Tenth grade students of SMA N 4 Surakarta. 
 From the analysis done by the researcher there were 444 words from 183 
uttereance, which also contained three types of deixis, those were the 326of 183 in 
person deixis as the most types used by the teacher. The second most deixis used 
by the teacher was spatial deixis which only found 39 words in the 36 utterance. 
The third types of deixis used by the teacher wastemporal deixis with only 21 
words from 19 utterance. The fourth types of deixis used by the teacher was social 
deixis with 42 words. The last types of deixis used by the teacher wasdiscourse 
deixis with only 15 words It means the most deixis used by the teacher was 
person deixis. 
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B. Suggestion  
Based on the conclusions, some suggestions were proposed to somebody as 
follows: 
1. To students 
 The result of this research can give the student knowledge about the theory 
and types of deixis and reference. By understanding the theory and the types of 
deixis and reference, the students can avoid the misunderstanding and 
miscommunication in interpreting the English teachers words.Besides, it help 
them on translating some text, or conversation in to target language, this study 
also help them on speaking practice, and doing writing practice. Therefore, the 
researcher hope the students open their mind about the important of studying the 
deixis, to help them on mastering many skill found in learning English. 
2. To English Teacher 
 This research is expected to give English teachers an insight about types of 
deixis and refrence should be used when they are teaching English in the class. It 
is advisable for English teachers to use English optimally and more aware in 
choosing the reference word to get the students understanding about what the 
teacher refers to, then the students can translate the teacher’s utterance in to what 
actually the teacher mean by. Therefore, the teaching learning process would be 
fun for the teacher and the students. 
3. To other researchers 
 Based on the limitation, it is suggested to the next researchers who 
interested in pragmatic to conduct another research with a broader scope of 
sociolinguistics especially deixis feature, than this study by using a different 
method of analysis to get more accurate finding. Besides, the researcher hoped 
that other researchers are interested in analyzing pragmatics in other classification 
to make this study better and perfect. 
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FIELD NOTE 
Day/ Date : Monday 2nd September 2019 (First Observation) 
Time/ Place : 08.30-10.00/ SMA N 4 Surakarta 
Class : X Science 5 
The teacher and the researcher came to the class at 08.55 a.m. The teacher 
opened the by saying good morning and asked their condition. The students also 
asked the teachers’ condition. The teacher, then as about who is not attending the 
class that day. The students answer that no one absent that day. The students 
responded the teacher greatly and the teacher started the lesson. 
The material on that day was talking about the recount text. As usual, the 
teacher begin the class by asking them about their basic knowledge about the 
recount text. After knowing about the students’ knowledge of the recount text, the 
teacher show the students about the text of recount. There are three generic 
structure orientation, event and re-orientation. The teacher divide the group in to 
three group, the group must find generic stucture in the text. The teacher then 
explain about the duty of each group. That the group has a duty has to give the 
presentation about generic structure And they also give the reason. While, the 
other group have duty to ask about presentation. The teacher ask about the 
students understanding. And give them time to doing the activities. The teacher 
watching over the students activities and giving understanding about whom who 
still didn’t understand. After period of time, and activates done by the students. 
The teacher asking for the comment from the group about the presentation 1 and 
2. Then, the teacher also ask the feedback from the group presentation. The 
teacher had found the presentation of their opinion from the group, by watching 
the representation of the both group A and C, the teacher asking student to give 
applouse. The teacher closed the class by giving the conclusion and saying see 
you next meeting 
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FIELD NOTE 
 
Day/ Date :Friday, 6th September 2019 (Second Observation) 
Time/ Place : 08.30-10.00/ SMA N 4 Surakarta 
Class : X Science 5 
The English teacher entered the class by saying good afternoon. The 
teacher asked the students about their condition, and the students answer greatly 
and also answer about the teacher condition. The teacher asked who was absent on 
that day. The teacher answer that septi absent in that day.  
The material on that day is recount text. Before begin the class the teacher 
question about homework last meeting. The student explain about diffuculty about 
the homework. The students said that find difficult to arrange the sentence. The 
teacher giving about solution and find ho the students finish the homework if they 
feel difficult. Then the teacher divide the group in to three group. And explain 
about the the question. The teacher then give the students time to do the first duty.  
 After few minute and all of group have finished their task, the teacher ask 
the first group to answer and the other should giving feedback about the answer. 
The teacher give rule if another group have different opinion they can raise of 
hand. Each group can finish the discussion with fun and then in evey group had 
finish explain thei answer they get applouse from another group. After all of 
group had explain the answer then the teacher give another exercise. The last 
close the class by saying see you next week. 
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FIELD NOTE 
 
Day/ Date : Monday, 9th September 2019 (Third Observation) 
Time/ Place : 08.30-10.00/ SMA N 4 Surakarta 
Class : X Science 5 
The teacher came to the class and She greeted the students by saying good 
morning and asked their condition. The students also asked the teachers’ 
condition. The teacher, then as about who is not attending the class that day. The 
students answer that no one absent that day. The students responded the teacher 
greatly and the teacher started the lesson.  
The teacher then begin the class, by introducing the material. the teacher begin the 
class by asking them about their basic knowledge about the leave taking. After 
knowing about the students’ knowledge of the leave taking, the teacher show the 
students about the example about leave taking. There are see you later, bye-bye 
and good bye. The teacher divide the group in to in a peer, the group must make a 
conversation that consist leave taking. The teacher then explain about the duty of 
each group. That the group has a duty has to give the presentation about 
conversation in front of class. While, the other group have duty to ask After 
period of time, and all the exercise had been finished by the students, the teacher 
ask them to collect the answer to the teacher. The teacher then, give the 
conclusion about the material they have been learn in that day, and remind the 
students to changing their attitude because they are specific class. The teacher 
then give the students assignment to finish the activity 2 on page 28. The teacher 
then closing the class by saying see you next meeting. 
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FIELD NOTE 
 
Day/ Date : Friday 13 September 2019 (Fourth Observation) 
Time/ Place : 08.30-10.00/ SMA N 4 Surakarta 
Class : X Science 5 
The teacher and the researcher came to the class at 08.55 a.m. The teacher 
came to the class and She greeted the students by saying good morning and asked 
their condition. The students also asked the teachers’ condition. The teacher, then 
as about who is not attending the class that day. The students answer that no one 
absent that day. The students responded the teacher greatly and the teacher started 
the lesson. 
The material on that day was thanking and respon. As usual, the teacher 
begin the class by asking them about their basic knowledge about the thanking 
and respon. The students answer that the do not know what is thanking and 
respon. Then the students begin to explain about thanking and respon by example. 
The teacher as the students to open their book, about thanking and respon. The 
teacher explain again about the definition of thanking and respon. And giving 
some example to get the students understanding.  
The teacher also explain about the thanking and respon. The teacher then 
ask the students to open the exercise pages. Then the teacher give the exercise by 
discussing it with the students. The teacher ask one by one students to read and try 
to answer the exercise, and the teacher giving the comment and feedback what the 
answer is wrong, and why it is right. Then the teacher must find another thanking 
and respon and write in the book. Then,, the teacher found that no one as about 
the material. Then the teacher give the students homework, and open the next two 
exercises. The teacher remind the students for do not forget to bring their 
homework in the nextmeeting. The teacher will discuss their homework together. 
The teacher then close the class by saying see you next time. 
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TEACHERS TRANSCRIPT 
Day/ Date : Monday 2nd September 2019 (First Observation) 
Time/ Place : 08.30-10.00/ SMA N 4 Surakarta 
Class : X Science 5 
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T : Good morning class 
S : Good morning mom 
T : How are you today? 
S : I am fine thank you and you? 
T : I am fine to. How is absent today? 
S : No one mom 
T : Ok today we will discuss about recount Adit. Do you know recount? Oh iya 
maaf mom indi terlambat masuk kelas karna sedang ngurus teman-teman dari 
kelas lain yang akan ikut lomba. 
S : Yes mom recount is menceritakan 
T : Iya, telling about something and has function to intertaining people please 
open page on 24. Mari di buka dulu ada apa iya di page 24 
S : Yes Mom 
T : From the book we can conclude that recount text has generic structure? Ada 
berapa ayo sebutkan dulu ya. 
S : There are 3 mom 
T : ya ada 3 do you know what are the generic structure? Nah 3 itu namanya apa 
saja. Ada yang tau atau ada yang masih ingat materi waktu Smp lo. 
S : orientasi, event and re-orientasi. 
T : Good Job. Do you know what are theme as usually use in recount text. Jadi 
temanya apa saja. Pasti penah menemukan atau membaca adabanyak pasti ya. 
Sebutkan satu- satu. 
S : Family, nature, animal. Mom, recount text cirinya sepatu apa? 
T : Good question recount usually use part tense, using adverb, conjunction and 
time. Past tense pasti tau kan cirinya ada was were dan v2. Adverb ada banyak 
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terus conjunction juga ada banyak dan yang terakhir time kalo time berarti ikut 
yang past timenya iya. 
S : Before than and itu termasuk mom 
T : Yes right. Please you read the activity 1 you should analyze. Generic structure 
the recount text. Are you understand? 
S : Yes mom 
T : Very good. You can do the activity with you friend. Dikerjakan dengan 
temanya tapi ingat jangan gaduh iya karna bisa menganggu kelas yang lain. 
S : Two person or more? 
T : Only  two students. I give you 25 minutes. Gunakan waktu sebaik-baiknya. 
Diperhatikan betul dipahami dengan teliti. 
S : Nanti di bahas bersama mom 
T : Ye we will discuss togother. Tapi harus dikerjakan dengan sunguh-sunguh 
jangan karna nanti di bahas terus ngerjainya asal jadi. 
S : Ok mom 
T : Are you finish?. Please, look at the whiteboard now! Fokus di depan jangan 
sibuk sendiri. 
S : Belum mom 
T : are you find difficult it? Hurry up. Waktunya sudah habis lo. 
S :Yes mom 
T : Ok handsome boy yg di belakang. Coba dijawab paragraf pertama termasuk 
apa? Time isyours 
S : Orientation mom 
T : Kenapa? Coba grub yang lain. What do you think about this grub. 
Pendapatnya gimana? 
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S : Meceritakan latar kejadian  
T : Good Job. Next grub barisan depan tunjukan even! 
S : Paragraf 2 dan 3 karena menceritakan urutan kejadian 
T : you are the best. The last beatifull girl. Yang di tengah tunjukan reorintasi 
S : Paragraf 4 mom. Because in the text tell abaout conclution 
T : so, in this text you had found the generic structurenya. Next meeting we will 
do the activity 2 but Iwill give you some exercise in your home. Easy for you 
Make a recount text 
S : Tentang apa mom 
T : Tema Bebas yang penting dikumpulkan. Diperhatikan juga susunan bahasanya 
next meeting we will do the activity 2 Are you ready? 
S : ready mom 
T : Thanks. enough for today, we meet on Friday. Good luck for us. I love you all  
S :  See you mom 
T : See you too 
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TEACHERS TRANSCRIPT 
Day/ Date :Friday, 6th September 2019 (Second Observation) 
Time/ Place : 08.30-10.00/ SMA N 4 Surakarta 
Class : X Science 5  
 
T : Good afternoon class 
S : Good afternoon mom 
T : How are you today 
S : I am fine thank you and you ? 
T : I am fine too. How is absent today? 
S : Septi mom 
T : Why she didn’t come to class? Oh iya maaf mom indi terlambat masuk kelas 
karna sedang ngurus teman-teman dari kelas lain yang akan ikut lomba. 
S : Because she is sick mom 
T : Ok. Any homework last time? Jika ada We will discuss the homework last 
meeting 
S : Yes mom make a recount text 
T : Right. submit your homework. Ayo kumpulkan dulu PRnya 
S : Yes mom  
T : Are you difficult when you make recount text? Ada yang susah tidak, yang 
susah bagian apa. Vocabnya, writingnya atau ada yang lain? 
S : Menyusun kalimatnya mom susah  
T : Then apalagi? 
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S : Vocabularynya mom 
T : Saat Mengalami Kesulitan apa yang kalian lakukan? Bertanya kepada teman 
atau mencari di kamusnya. 
S : Tanya mbah google mom 
T : Ok. Using your Smartphone. Karna gadget memudahkan siswa untuk belajar 
iya. Do yo remember what is tense use in recount. Tensesnya apa hayo ada yang 
ingat? 
S : Past tense mom 
T : Apakah kalian sudah menerapkan pada PR kalian? Kalau sudah berarti 
memang sudah paham mengenai materi yg dibahas. Nantinya juga dapat 
membantu kalau misalnya ikut serta dalam lomba karya tulis. Nah sudah 
memahami tenses yang harus digunakan apa? 
S : Sudah mom. Insya Allah 
T : Ok next I will chek your home work. Please open page 26. Nah coba dibuka 
dulu yang ada exercisenya.Today we will discuss the exercise with 3 group. Jadi 
biar adil kelompoknya ada 3. 
S : Kelompoknya gimana mom? 
T : Baris kanan ke belakang group A, Baris tengah ke belakang group B, Baris 
kiri ke belakang group C, Karena ada 1 soal jadi masing – masing grub 
mendiskusikan 1 pertanyaan. Diskusi ya tapi ingat jangan sampai menganggu 
kelas yang lain. Do you understand? 
S : Ya mom. 
T: In this discussion i will give you 25 munutes. Gunakan sebaik-baiknya saling 
bertukar pikiran dengan temanya. Yang namanya kelompok semua harus bekerja. 
If you finish you can say finish. 
S : Ya mom. 
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T: attention please lihat bu guru disini, No 1 ayo grub A jawabanya apa? Please 
explain your answer. Yang lain memperhatikan kelompok yang sedang 
menjawab. 
S : Last week the writer go to theatre to watching movie 
T : Because she has free ticket. Ok gampangkan soalnya. Yok next number 2 what 
is the answer. Yang lain fokus dengan grub yang sedang menjawab jangan 
ngobrol sendiri. 
S : She go to theatre and ask the ticket but it al ready expired. Mom jaabanya 
kurang jelas 
T : The ticket war already expired 2 days before. Grub 2 ayo write your answer go 
on. Yah sepertinya sangat mudah menyelesaikan tugas and the last number 3 ayo 
group 3. 
S: She is regret and went to home 
T : Good job student are you find difficult from the text? Atau ada yang kurang 
puas dengan jawaban tadi. Mungkin disini ada yang punya jawaban lain bisa raise 
your hand. 
S : Tidak mom. Ada yang lucu 
T : all of grub had explained their answer. So give applouse for us. Yes recount 
has function to entertaining the reader.  Any question for today? See you next 
week. Ketemu lagi di next meeting untuk materi baru. Thanks students 
S : Ya mom 
T : Good luck for us. I love you all 
S :  See you mom 
T : See you to 
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TEACHER TRANSCRIPT 
Day/ Date : Monday, 9th September 2019 (Third Observation) 
Time/ Place : 08.30-10.00/ SMA N 4 Surakarta 
Class : X Science 5 
 
T : Good afternoon class 
S : Good afternoon mom 
T : How are you today 
S : I am fine thank you and you ? 
T : I am fine too. who is absent today? 
S : No one mom 
T : Good. Ok l had finished check your home work. Today we will study about 
Leave taking? Do you know leave taking. Are you understand? 
S : Leave taking itu apa mom? 
T : Contohnya seperti see you later, good bye dan masih banyak lagi. Dibuku ada 
tinggal dibaca saja. 
S : Seperti greeting mom? 
T : Masih gabungnya. Kalau greeting sebenarnya ada banyak tergantung nanti 
bagianya apa. Ada thanking, apologazing juga. Nah I will give a question if I say 
see you later. What is your respons? Hayo responya apa kira-kira? 
S : See you mom 
T : materinya sangat mudah di smp juga sudah pernah dibahas. Next I give 
exercise to makea dialog use leave taking. Are you ready? Its easy for you. 
S: Yes ready mom. Sendiri / kelompok mom? 
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T : You can do this exercise in a peer. Teman disampingnya saja biar mudah 
untuk diskusinya. Kalau dialog percakapan bisa di ibaratkan dengan percakapan 
sehari- hari kan. 
S : Dengan teman sebangku. Temanya boleh bebas mom 
T : Tema bebas waktunya 25 menit ya. Nanti ada yang maju kesini di depan kelas. 
Di praktekan dengan teman diskusinya. Kalau waktunya cukup nanti semua ada 
giliran. Yang penting jangan ramai ya. 
S : Yes mom 
T : i remind you your time just 25 minutes. Gunakan sebaik-baiknya. Kalau ada 
yang susah bisa bertanya. Jangan gaduh sendiri. Nanti engga selesai. Karna semua 
dapat giliran maju 
S : Yes mom 
T : Are you finish? Siapa yang belum selesai. Waktunya sudah habis loh. 
S : Finish mom 
T : Siapa yang mau maju ke depan rise your hand. Kalau engga ada di tunjuk loh 
majunya diacak nanti. 
S : Saya mom 
T : Ok beatiful girl . Time is yours. Oh i’m sorry karna ada yang mencari saya. I 
will be back soon. Sementara kalian baca on page 28. Materinya sama coba 
dipahami dulu ya. 
T : ok l am come back students. Maaf ya lama. Waktunya masih cukup engga ya 
untuk kalian maju. Karna masih ada 10 menit atau satu grub dulu yang maju 
lainya dipertemuan selanjutnya 
S : ya mom 
T : Ok yang tadi mau maju. beatiful girl . Time is yours 
S : a : Hello, good afternoon 
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     b :  Good afternoon sinta. Where are you going 
     a : I’m going to the market. Would you like to accompany? 
     b : No, sorry 
     a : Oh okay. Good bye 
     b : Good Bye 
T : Give a plouse for your friends. Sayangnya hanya satu grub saja yang baru bisa 
maju. Kalau sudah maju semua pasti dapat banyak contoh dari kata yang termasuk 
leave taking. Mungkin dibuku sudah ada tapi berbeda kalau dipraktekan. Secara 
tidak langsung lebih menyenangkan ketika dipraktekan bukan?  
S : ya mom 
T : Are you find difflcult to do the exercise. Pasti engga ada karna bukan materi 
yang sulit. Seperti halnya mengerjakan soal latihan atau menjawab quis di LKS. 
S : No mom. It is very easy 
T : Sayang sekali iya, Time is over and we meet next week. See you next time. 
Good luck for us. I love you all 
S :  See you mom 
T : See you too 
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TEACHER TRANSCRIPT 
Day/ Date : Friday 13 September 2019 (Fourth Observation) 
Time/ Place : 08.30-10.00/ SMA N 4 Surakarta 
Class : X Science 5 
 
T : Good afternoon class 
S : Good afternoon mom 
T : How are you today 
S : I am fine you ? 
T : I am fine too. Who is absent today? 
S : No one mom 
T : Any homework last meeting? 
S : No mom 
T : So, we will cuntinue the marterial. Last meeting we discuss abaout leave 
thanking right? 
S : Yes right mom 
T : Ok today we will discuse abaut thanking and respons. Masih lanjutan yang 
kemarin tapi tetep sama-sama mudah karna belum masuk ke latihan soalnya. 
S : Contohnya gimana mom? 
T : Example thank you yur respons youre wellcome 
S : Very easy mom 
T : Karena kalian sudah paham. Tidak perlu dijelaskan lagi. Silahkan tulis contoh 
thanking beserta responsnya. Di buku kalian ya. Benar-benar ditulis ya karna 
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nanti tetep mom indi cek di akhir pertemuan. Jangan karna mudah terus engga 
ditulis. 
S : Itu PR mom? 
T : No, This exercise today. Kalau PR ada sendiri nanti tugasnya. 
S : Ok mom. How many example  
T : Minimal 5 ya. Kalian siap 
S : ready mom  
T : Because the exercise is very easy. I Just give 10 minutes 
S : 25 menit aja mom 
T : Katanya gampang. Masak 25 menit. Tapi jangan gaduh lo ya. Jangan main 
game online gadget boleh digunakan hanya untuk kamus.  
Kalau ada yang ketauan main game tidak ada nilai untuk kalian 
S : Ya  nanti kalau jawabnya sama kaya punya temannya gimana mom. Nanti 
dikira nyontek  
T : Ok 25 minutes 
S : Thanks mom 
T : Are you finish? Oh i’m sorry karna ada yang mencari saya. I will be back 
soon. Ada rapat sebentar dengan bagian kurikulum. Tetap dikerjakan dulu nanti 
yg quiz juga dikerjakan sekalian ya. 
S : Yes mom 
T : ok l am come back students. Maaf ya lama 
Ok please read your answer start from behind. Sepertinya kalau majunya satu-satu 
cukup. Karna bukan deskripsi atau telling something. 
S : Maju ke depan mom. Tapi waktunya tinggal 15 menit lo mom 
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T : Yes come here.  
Astaga tinggal 15 menit tenyata. 
S : There are thanks you very much and respon that ok 
T : Ok Stop please sit down next student please come here. Sepatunya dipakai 
dulu. Yang dibelakang kenapa sepatunya pada di lepas. 
Di dalam kelas sebagai siswa harus rapi, berseragam dan bersepatu. Kalau di 
rumah terserah pakai sandal juga gapapa. 
Ayo di pakai dulu sepatunya baru maju. 
S : Thanks you for... and respons with pleassure 
T : Good job.  
Besuk jangan diulangi lagi. Kalau sakit baru boleh tidak bersepatu. Sekolah yang 
dinilai apanya to? Yang pertama itu jelas murid. 
Kalau muridnya tertib baik dan rapi. Pandangan orang pasti oh SMA N 4 
muridnya tertib berarti sekolahnya baik. 
Beda lagi dengan murid yang tidak tertib pandangan orang sekolahnya tidak baik 
karna apa gurunya saja tidak mau mengingatkan. Nah guru juga yang disalahkan. 
Next student come here 
S : I am grateful for..... and respons don’t mention it 
T : Oke in there you are the heit. I like teaching in this class. See you next meeting 
Good luck for us. I love you all 
S :  See you mom 
T : See you too 
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The Finding of Person Deixis And Type References Used By English Teacher 
of Tenth Grade Students of SMA N 4 SURAKARTA In Academic Years 
209/2020 
CODE DATA CONTEXT REFERENCE 
01/PD/- How are you today? When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
conditions 
You refers to the 
students 
02/PD/- I am fine too When the teacher 
giving feedback  
I refers to the 
teacher 
03/PD/- We will discuss about 
recount text. 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
We refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
04/PD/- Do you know about 
recount text? 
When the teacher 
giving question 
You refers to the 
students 
05/PD/- Do you know what are 
theme as usually use in 
recount text 
When the teacher 
giving question 
You refers to the 
students 
06/PD/- We can conclude that 
recount text has 3 generic 
structure. 
When the teacher 
explain material 
We refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
07/PD/- Do you know what are 
the generic structre? 
When the teacher 
giving question 
You refers to 
students 
08/PD/- You should analyze When the teacher 
asking students 
You refers to 
students 
09/PD/- Are you understand? When the teacher You refers to 
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giving question students 
11/PD/- I give you 25 minutes When the 
teachers asking 
students 
I refers to the 
teacher 
12/PD/CR Time is yours When the 
teachers asking 
students 
Yours refers to 
students 
13/PD/AR Next, grub baris 
depan.Explain your 
opinion 
When the 
teachers asking 
students 
Your refers to 
students 
14/PD/AR Based on your answer When the 
teachers asking 
students 
Your refers to 
students 
15/PD/- If l say recount text what 
isyour opinion 
When the teacher 
giving question 
I refers to the 
teacher 
 
16/PD/AR 
Iflsay recount text what is 
your opinion 
When the teacher 
giving question 
Your refers to 
students 
17/PD/- Coba grub yang lain. 
What do you think about 
this grub 
When the teacher 
giving question 
You refers to 
students 
18/PD/- Do you find difficult in 
this text 
When the teacher 
giving question 
You refers to 
students 
19/PD/- Are you understand? When the teacher 
giving question 
You refers to 
students 
20/PD/- You are the best When the teacher 
giving question 
You refers to 
students 
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21/PD/- We will do the activity 2 When the 
teachers asking 
students 
we refers to 
students and 
teacher 
22/PD/- I will give you some 
exercise 
When the 
teachers asking 
students 
I  refers to 
teacher 
23/PD/- Easy for you When the 
teachers asking 
students 
You refers to 
students 
24/PD/AR In your home When the 
teachers asking 
students 
Your refers to 
students 
25/PD/- Are you ready? When the teacher 
giving question 
You refers to 
students 
26/PD/- Kalian membuat recount 
text 
When the 
teachers asking 
students 
You refers to 
students 
27/PD/- Kalian bisa 
mengumpulkan disini 
When the 
teachers asking 
students 
You refers to 
students 
28/PD/- Enough for today, we 
meet on Friday 
When the 
teachers closing 
the activity 
We refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
29//PD/CR Good luck for us When the 
teachers closing 
the activity 
We refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
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30/PD/- I love you all When the 
teachers closing 
the activity 
I refers to the 
teacher 
31/PD/- I love you all When the 
teachers closing 
the activity 
You refers to 
students 
32 PD/- See you too  When the 
teachers closing 
the activity 
You refers to 
students 
33/PD/- How are you today? When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
conditions 
You refers to 
students 
34/PD/- I am fine too When the teacher 
giving feedback 
I refers to the 
teacher 
35/PD/- Why she didnt come here When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
conditions 
She refers to 
students 
36/PD/AR How about your 
homework? 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students  
Your refers to 
students 
37/PD/AR Please submit your 
homework? 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Your refers to 
students 
38/PD/CR Are find difficult its? When the teacher 
asking the 
its refers to 
homework 
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students 
39/PD/CR Time is yours When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Yours refers to 
students 
40/PD/AR your homework When the teacher 
giving question 
Your refers to 
students 
41/PD/CR Do you find difficult to 
finish its? 
When the teacher 
giving question 
its refers to 
homework 
42/PD/- What will you do When the teacher 
giving question 
You refers to 
students 
43/PD/- When you feel difficult When the teacher 
giving question 
You refers to 
students 
44/PD/AR Using your smartphone When the teacher 
giving question 
Your refers to 
students 
45/PD/CR Do you remember what is 
the tenses used its? 
When the teacher 
giving question 
its refers to 
homework 
46/PD/- Apakah kalian sudah 
menerapkan pada PR 
kalian? 
When the teacher 
giving question 
Your refers to 
students 
47/PD/- I will check your 
homework 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
I refers to the 
teacher 
48/PD/AR I will check your 
homework 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Your refers to 
students 
49/PD/- We will discuss the When the teacher We refers to the 
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execise with 3 group asking the 
students 
students and 
teacher 
50/PD/- Are you understand? When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
You refers to 
students 
51/PD/CR In this discussion i will 
give you 25 minutes 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
I refers to the 
teacher 
52/PD/CR In this discussion i will 
give you 25 minutes 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
You refers to 
students 
53/PD/- If you finish When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
You refers to 
students 
54/PD/- You can say finish When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
You refers to 
students 
55/PD/CR Attention please look at 
me disini 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Me refers to the 
teacher 
56/PD/AR Please explain your 
answer 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Your refers to 
students 
57/PD/- She go to teathre When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
she refers to 
students 
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58/PD/- Because she had free 
ticket 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
she refers to 
students 
59/PD/AR Ayo grub 2 explain your 
answer 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Your refers to 
students 
60//PD/- It was already expired When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
it refers to tickets 
61//PD/- She is regret When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
she refers to 
students 
62//PD/- You can raise your hand When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
You refers to 
students 
63//PD/- Youcan raise your hand When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Your refers to 
students 
64//PD/- Are you find difficult 
from its? 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
You refers to 
students 
65//PD/CR Are you find difficult 
from its? 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Its refers to 
exercise 
66//PD/CR Ok now the last for us When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Us refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
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67//PD/CR Time is yours When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Yours refers to 
students 
68//PD/CR Give uplouse for us When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Us refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
69//PD/AR In this class have question 
for me 
When the teacher 
Giving question 
me refers to the 
teacher 
70//PD/CR Any question all of them? When the teacher 
Giving question 
them refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
71//PD/AR All of group had explain 
their answer 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
their refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
72//PD/CR Good luck for us When the teacher 
closing the class 
Us refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
73//PD/- I love you all When the teacher 
closing the class 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
74//PD/- I love you all When the teacher 
closing the class 
You refers to 
students 
75//PD/- See you too When the teacher 
closing the class 
You refers to 
students 
76//PD/- How are you today? When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
You refers to 
students 
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conditions 
77//PD/- I am fine too When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
conditions 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
78//PD/- We will study about leave 
taking 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Us refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
79//PD/AR Their from greeting When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
their refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
80//PD/CR All of them material When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
them refers to the 
material 
81//PD/- I will give you a question When the teacher 
Giving question 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
82//PD/- I will give you a question When the teacher 
Giving question 
You refers to 
students 
83//PD/- If i say see you later When the teacher 
Giving question 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
84//PD/AR What is your respons? When the teacher 
Giving question 
Your refers to 
students 
85//PD/- If i say Good bye When the teacher 
Giving question 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
86//PD/AR What is your respons? When the teacher 
Giving question 
Your refers to 
students 
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87//PD/- I will give you exercise When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
88//PD/- I will give you exercise When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
You refers to 
students 
89//PD/- Are you ready? When the teacher 
Giving question 
You refers to 
students 
90//PD/- It is easy for us When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
It refers to task 
91//PD/CR Itis easy for us When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Us refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
92//PD/- You can do the exercise 
in a peer 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
You refers to 
students 
93//PD/AR In our class When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
our refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
94//PD/- We use leave taking When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
we refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
95//PD/- I remaind you When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
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96//PD/- Iremaind you When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
You refers to 
students 
97//PD/AR Your time just 25 minutes When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Your refers to 
students 
98//PD/- Are you finish? When the teacher 
Giving question 
You refers to 
students 
99//PD/CR Time is yours When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Your refers to 
students 
100/PD/- I am sorry When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
101/PD/- I will be back soon When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
102/PD/- Kalian baca on page 28 When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Your refers to 
students 
103/PD/- I am comeback  When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
104/PD/- We will continue the 
activity 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
we refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
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105/PD/CR Time is yours When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Yours refers to 
students 
106/PD/- Where are you going When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Your refers to 
students 
107/PD/- I am going to market When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
108/PD/- Would you like 
toaccompany me? 
When the teacher 
Giving question 
You refers to 
students 
109/PD/AR Wouldyoulike 
toaccompany me? 
When the teacher 
Giving question 
me  refers to the 
teacher 
110/PD/- I am busy now When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
111/PD/AR Give uplouse for your 
friend 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Your refers to 
students 
112/PD/CR Are youfind difficult its? When the teacher 
Giving question 
Its refers to the 
task 
113/PD/- Are you find difficult its? When the teacher 
Giving question 
You refers to 
students 
114/PD/- Do you feel easy? Right? When the teacher 
Giving question 
You refers to 
students 
115/PD/- I think my time is over When the teacher I  refers to the 
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closing the 
activity 
teacher 
116/PD/AR Ithink my time is over When the teacher 
closing the 
activity 
my  refers to the 
teacher 
117/PD/CR Good luck for us When the teacher 
closing the 
activity 
Us refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
118/PD/- I love you all When the teacher 
closing the 
activity 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
119/PD/- I love you all When the teacher 
closing the 
activity 
You refers to 
students 
120/PD/- See you too When the teacher 
closing the 
activity 
You refers to 
students 
121/PD/- How are you today? When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
conditions 
You refers to 
students 
122/PD/- I am fine too When the teacher 
giving feedback 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
123/PD/- We will continue the 
material 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
we refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
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124/PD/- We discuss about leave 
taking 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
we refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
125/PD/- Today We discuss about 
thanking 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
we refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
126/PD/- If i say thank you. Your 
respon? 
When the teacher 
Giving question 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
127/PD/AR Ifisay thank you. Your 
respon? 
When the teacher 
Giving question 
Your refers to 
students 
128/PD/- Karna kalian sudah 
paham.silahkan cari 
contohnya 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
You refers to 
students 
129/PD/- Nanti kalian tulis 
contohnya disini. 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
You refers to 
students 
130/PD/- Are you ready? When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
You refers to 
students 
131/PD/- I just give you 10 minutes When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
You refers to 
students 
132/PD/- I just give you 10 minutes When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
133/PD/AR Ok Your time 25 minutes When the teacher 
asking the 
You refers to 
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students students 
134/PD/- Are you finish? When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
You refers to 
students 
135/PD/AR Ok read Your answer When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Your refers to 
students 
136/PD/- I am sorry When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
137/PD/- I will be back soon When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
138/PD/- Kalian baca on page 30 When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Your refers to 
students 
139/PD/- I am comeback  When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
140/PD/- We will continue the 
activity 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
we refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
141/PD/- Time is yours When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Your refers to 
students 
142/PD/- You are the best When the teacher 
asking the 
Your refers to 
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students students 
143/PD/- I like teaching in this 
class 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
144/PD/- Good luck for us When the teacher 
closing the 
activity 
Us refers to the 
students and 
teacher 
145/PD/- I love you all When the teacher 
closing the 
activity 
I  refers to the 
teacher 
146/PD/- I love you all When the teacher 
closing the 
activity 
You refers to 
students 
147/PD/- See you too When the teacher 
closing the 
activity 
You refers to 
students 
 
The Finding of Spatial Deixis And Type References Used By English Teacher 
of Tenth Grade Students of SMA N 4 SURAKARTA In Academic Years 
209/2020 
CODE DATA CONTEXT REFERENCE 
148/SD/CR in this text you will find 
generic structure, read 
your answer 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
this refers to text 
149/SD/ What do you think about 
the answer from this 
When the teacher 
asking the 
This refers to 
group 
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group? students 
150/SD/ jadi hari ini telah selesai 
membahas recount text. 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Thisrefers to 
learning 
151/SD/ Do you find difficult in 
this text 
When the teacher 
giving question 
Thisrefers to text 
152/SD/ Kalian bisa mengumpulkan 
disini 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Here refers to 
location 
152/SD/ Whyshedidnt come here When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
conditions 
Here refers to 
location 
153/SD/ In this discussion i will 
give you 25 minutes 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Thisrefers to 
discussion 
154/SD/ Attention please look atme 
disini 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Here refers to 
location 
155/SD/ In this class have question 
for me 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Thisrefers to 
discussion 
156/SD/ karena ini enggak ada 
masalah, next number two. 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Thisrefers to 
discussion 
157/SD/ mungkin disini ada yang 
punya jawaban lain, bisa 
raise your hand 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Thisrefers to 
discussion 
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158/SD/ one of students from group 
three please write your 
answer disana 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
there refers to 
location 
159/SD/ you can do this exercise in 
a peer 
 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Thisrefers to  
Exercise 
160/SD/ ok itu kelompok beatifull 
girl. Silahkan maju ke 
depan 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
That refers to  
Students 
161/SD/ Jadi nanti kalau nulis 
contohnya disini ya 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
this refers to 
location 
162/SD/ This exercise for you When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
Thisrefers to  
Exercise 
163/SD/ Itu murid yang dibelakang 
sudah selesai belum 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
That refers to  
Students 
164/SD/ saya sangat senang 
mengajar kelas ini. 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Thisrefers to class 
165/SD/ kelas ini memang luar 
biasa 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Thisrefers to class 
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The Finding of Temporal Deixis And Type References Used By English 
Teacher of Tenth Grade Students of SMA N 4 SURAKARTA In Academic 
Years 209/2020 
CODE DATA CONTEXT REFERENCE 
166/TD/- How are you today? When the teacher 
asking the students 
conditions 
Today refers to 
Monday 2nd 
September 2019 
167/TD/- Who is absent today? When the teacher 
asking the students 
conditions 
Today refers to 
Monday 2nd 
September 2019 
168/TD/- Today Wewill discuss 
about recount text. 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Today refers to 
Monday 2nd 
September 2019 
169/TD/- Please, look at the 
whiteboard now! 
 
When the teacher 
asking students 
now refers to 
Monday 2nd 
September 2019 
170/TD/- next meeting we will do 
the activity 2 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
next meeting 
refers to 6th 
September 2019 
171/TD/- enough for today, we 
meet on Friday 
 
When the teacher 
closing activity 
Today refers to 
Monday 2nd 
September 2019 
172/TD/- How are you today? When the teacher 
asking the students 
conditions 
Today refers to 
friday 6th 
September 2019 
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173/TD/- Who is absent today? When the teacher 
asking the students 
conditions 
Today refers to 
friday 6th 
September 2019 
174/TD/- Ok. Now, the last 
number, group three time 
is yours! 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
now refers to 
friday 6th 
September 2019 
175/TD/- Any question for today? 
See you next week 
When the teacher 
closing activity 
Today refers to 
friday 6th 
September 2019 
176/TD/- See you next week When the teacher 
closing activity 
next week refers 
to 9th September 
2019 
177/TD/- How are you today? When the teacher 
asking the students 
conditions 
Today refers to 
Monday 9th 
September 2019 
178/TD/- Who is absent today? When the teacher 
asking the students 
conditions 
Today refers to 
Monday 9nd 
September 2019 
179/TD/- Today Wediscuss about 
leave taking 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Today refers to 
Monday 9nd 
September 2019 
180/TD/- i think the time is over. 
So, see you next week 
When the teacher 
closing activity 
next week refers 
to 13 th 
September 2019 
181/TD/- Today Wediscuss about 
thanking 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Today refers to 
friday 13nd 
September 2019 
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182/TD/- Sekarang, karena sudah 
paham. Silahkan kalian 
tulis contoh thanking 
beserta responya! 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
now refers to 
friday 13nd 
September 2019 
183/TD/- i think the time is over. 
So, see you next week 
 
When the teacher 
closing activity 
next week refers 
to 16 th 
September 2019 
 
 
The Finding of Social Deixis And Type References Used By English Teacher 
of Tenth Grade Students of SMA N 4 SURAKARTA In Academic Years 
209/2020 
CODE DATA CONTEXT REFERENCE 
01/SoD/- How is absent today 
students?  
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
conditions 
studentsrefers to the 
students 
02/SoD/- Oh iya mom indi 
terlambat masuk kelas 
When the teacher 
giving feedback  
Mom refers to the 
teacher 
03/SoD/- yo sebutkan generic 
structurenya mas mba. 
When the teacher 
giving question 
Mas mba refers to 
the students  
04/SoD/- Good question students. When the teacher 
giving feedback 
students refers to 
the students 
05/SoD/- Are you understand 
students 
When the teacher 
giving question 
students refers to 
the students 
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06/SoD/- Only two students in 
the group 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
students refers to 
the students 
07/SoD/- Dikerjakan dengan 
sungguh-sungguh iya 
mas mba 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Mas mba refers to 
the students 
08/SoD/- Fokus dengan yang di 
depan mas mba 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Mas mba refers to 
the students 
09/SoD/- Ok. Handsomeboy 
yang di belakang tolong 
di jawab  
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Handsomeboyrefers 
to the students 
010/SoD/- Next grubnya mba-mba 
yang di tengah tunjukan 
even 
When the teacher 
giving question 
mba-mba refers to 
the students 
011/SoD/- The last beautifull girl When the teacher 
giving feedback 
beautifull girlrefers 
to the students 
012/SoD/- Are you ready 
students? 
When the teacher 
giving question 
students refers to a 
masssthe students 
013/SoD/- How is absent today 
students?  
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
conditions 
studentsrefers to the 
students 
014/SoD/- Mom indi terlambat 
masuk kelas 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Momrefers to the 
teacher 
015/SoD/- Ayo kumpulkan dulu 
Prnya mas mba 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
mas mba refers to 
the students 
016/SoD/- Do you understand When the teacher studentsrefers to the 
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students? giving question students 
017/SoD/- Ok students soalnya 
gampangkan? 
When the teacher 
giving question 
studentsrefers to the 
students 
018/SoD/- Jangan ngobrol sendiri 
ya mas mba 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
mas mba refers to 
the students 
019/SoD/- Perhatikan kelompok 
yang sedang menjawab 
ya mas mba 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
mas mba refers to 
the students 
020/SoD/- Goodjob students When the teacher 
giving feedback 
studentsrefers to the 
students 
021/SoD/- How is absent today 
students? 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
conditions 
studentsrefers to the 
students 
023/SoD/- Yang penting jangan 
ramai sendiri ya mas 
mba 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
studentsrefers to the 
students 
024/SoD/- Are you finish 
students? 
When the teacher 
giving question 
students refers to a 
masssthe students 
025/SoD/- Ok beautifull girl When the teacher 
giving feedback 
beautifull girl refers 
to the students 
026/SoD/- I am comeback 
students  
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
students refers to a 
masssthe students 
027/SoD/- beautifull girlayo maju 
kedepan 
When the teacher 
askingstudents 
beautifull girlrefers 
to the students 
028/SoD/- Give uplouse for your When the teacher Friend refers to the 
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friend  askingstudents students 
029/SoD/- Do you find difficult in 
this exercise students  
When the teacher 
askingstudents 
students refers to a 
masssthe students 
030/SoD/- How is absent today 
students? 
When the teacher 
asking the 
students 
conditions 
studentsrefers to the 
students 
031/SoD/- Pr nya akan mom indi 
cek last meeting 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Mom refers to the 
teacher 
032/SoD/- Kalian siap students When the teacher 
askingstudents 
studentsrefers to the 
students 
033/SoD/- Tapi jangan gaduh ya 
mas mba 
When the teacher 
askingstudents 
mas mbarefers to 
the students 
034/SoD/- I am comeback 
students 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
studentsrefers to the 
students 
035/SoD/- Next sstudents please 
come here 
When the teacher 
askingstudents 
studentsrefers to the 
students 
036/SoD/- Sebagai students harus 
rapi 
When the teacher 
askingstudents 
studentsrefers to the 
students 
037/SoD/- Mas mba kalau di 
rumah pakai sandal no 
problem 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Mas mbarefers to 
the students 
038/SoD/- Sepatunya dipakai dulu 
mas  
When the teacher 
askingstudents 
studentsrefers to the 
students 
039/SoD/- Muridnya harus rapi 
dan tertib 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
studentsrefers to the 
students 
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040/SoD/- Jika muridnya tertib 
sekolahnya baik 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
studentsrefers to the 
students 
041/SoD/- Jika muridnya tidak 
tertib sekolahnya buruk 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
studentsrefers to the 
students 
042/SoD/- Next students come 
here  
When the teacher 
askingstudents 
studentsrefers to the 
students 
043/SoD/- You can do this 
exercise with your 
friend 
When the teacher 
askingstudents 
studentsrefers to the 
students 
 
The Finding of Discourse Deixis And Type References Used By English 
Teacher of Tenth Grade Students of SMA N 4 SURAKARTA In Academic 
Years 209/2020 
CODE DATA CONTEXT REFERENCE 
01/DD/- Nah generic structurenya 
ada 3 itu apa saja.  
When the teacher 
giving question 
Itu refers to  
generic structure 
02/DD/- You can do this exercise 
with your friend 
When the teacher 
askingstudents 
Thisrefers to 
exercise 
03/DD/- Coba di jawab ini 
paragraf pertama 
When the teacher 
askingstudents 
Thisrefers to 
paragraf 
04/DD/- In this text you will find 
generic structurenya 
When the teacher 
askingstudents 
Thisrefers to text 
05/DD/- Jadi ini biar adil 
kelompoknya ada 3 
When the teacher 
askingstudents 
Thisrefers to 
condition 
06/DD/- In this discussion l will When the teacher Thisrefers to 
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give you 25 minutes giving feedback discussion 
07/DD/- You can do this exercise 
in a peer 
When the teacher 
askingstudents 
Thisrefers to 
exercise 
08/DD/- Sayangnya ini baru ada 
satu grup yang maju 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Thisrefers to 
condition 
09/DD/- Do you find difficult in 
this exercise students 
When the teacher 
askingstudents 
Thisrefers to 
exercise 
010/DD/- Sayang sekali iya ini. 
Time is over  
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Thisrefers to 
condition 
011/DD/- Karena sudah paham jadi 
ini tidak perlu di jelaskan 
lagi.  
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Thisrefers to 
material 
012/DD/- Karena ini ada yang 
mencari saya. I will be 
back. 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Thisrefers to 
condition 
013/DD/- Masak ini waktunya 25 
minutes kan easy. 
When the teacher 
giving feedback 
Thisrefers to time 
014/DD/- Itu yang di belakang 
kenapa sepatunya dilepas 
When the teacher 
askingstudents 
That refers to 
students 
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Table 4.2 Tabulation Data of the Types of Deixis 
 
No 
 
Context 
Meeting 1 Meeting 2 Meeting 3 Meeting 4 
PD SD T
D 
PD SD T
D 
PD S
D 
T
D 
PD S
D 
T
D 
1 Opening 5 - 2 6 - 2 5 - 2 4 - 2 
2 Observation 12 - 1 8 - - 9 - 1 5 - - 
3 Questioning 11 3 - 16 - 1 23 - - 14 2 - 
4 Experimenti
ng 
9 2 - 19 2 - 12 6 3 13 - - 
5 Associating  6 2 - 10 7 1 21 1 - 10 3 - 
6 Communica
ting 
19 1 1 24  - 7 - - 20 2 1 
7 Closing 7 3 1 9 2 1 3 1 1 3 2 1 
Total 69 11 5 92 11 5 80 8 7 69 9 4 
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Table 4.4 Tabulation Data of the Type of Reference 
 
 
No 
 
Context 
Meeting 
1 
Meeting 
2 
Meeting 
3 
Meeting 
4 
So
D 
DS So
D 
DS So
D 
DS So
D 
DS 
1 Opening - - - - - - - - 
2 Observation  2 - 2 - - - 2 - 
3 Questioning  3 - - - - - 1 - 
4 Experimenting  - 1 - - 4 - 7 2 
5 Associating  4 - 5 2 4 1 - - 
6 Communicating  4 2 2 - - - - - 
7 Closing  - 2 1 2 - 1 2 2 
Total 12 5 10 4 8 2 12 4 
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English teacher’s Interviewer Transcript 
Teacher : indi Astuti, S. Pd (T) 
Interviewer : Desi Ana (D) 
Date of Interview : Monday 2nd September 2019 
 
D: Permisi ibu, mohon maaf mengganggu bisa minta waktunya sebentar buat 
interview?  
T: Iya mbak, Silahkan.  
D: begini bu ingin menanyakan bagaimana respon anak-anak di SMA N 4 
Surakarta mngenai pembelajaran bahasa inggris? 
T: kalau respon sangat baik mbak tugas selalu di kerjakan. Apa lagi ada beberapa 
yang ikut dan menjuarai lomba debat bahasa inggris. 
D: lalu bagaimana ketertarikan siswa khususnya dalam pembelajaran bahasa 
inggris bu? Mengingat setiap individu memiliki karakter yang berbeda. 
T: kalau itu ya tergantung pada bagaimana guru menyampaikan materi. Apalagi di 
K13 siswa dituntut lebih aktif.  
D: apakah di kegiatan kelas ibu juga menjelaskan mengenai deixis 
T: deixis itu kan bagian cabang ilmu. Setiap kalimat pasti ada deixisnya. Lebih 
tepatnya sebagai pengganti kata. Maka dari itu saya sering memberi tugas 
deskripsi selain melatih writingnya kan juga bisa membantu siswa untuk 
mengembangkan ide. 
D: apakah deixis itu berpengaruh kepada pemahaman siswa terhadap materi yang 
di sampaikan? 
T: menurut saya sangat berpengaruh karna deixis juga diperlukan sebagai 
penunjuk. Kalau misal dengan kata yang di ulang terus siswa akan merasa jenuh. 
D: kalau tentang siswa itu sendiri, bagaimana deixis itu di pahami oleh siswa? 
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T: kalau untuk menyebut deixis itu sendiri mungkin belum tau lebih taunya she he 
it itu sebagai subjek kalau untuk deixisnya mereka lebih taunya pronoun. 
D: Saat siswa melakukan kegiatan pembelajaran, misalnya presentasi atau speech 
di depan kelas, lalu mereka banyak mengulang kata yang sama, apakah ibu 
mengarahkan mereka untuk menggunakan deixis? 
T: mungkin masih ada beberapa yang seperti itu karna di kelas belajarnya juga 
banyak belum fokus pada speakig saja. Tapi ya selalu saya ingatkan untuk 
menggunakan kata ganti agar susunan kalimatnya bisa sesuai. . 
D: jadi, deixis itu sangat di butuhkan bagi guru untuk mendapatkan variasi kata? 
T: tidak hanya guru tapi juga siswa hanya saja mungkin karna masih SMA jadi 
belum terlalu detail untuk membahasna. 
D: Baik ibu, saya rasa cukup terimaksih atas waktunya. 
T : iya mbak sama-sama 
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TABLE OF STUDENTS 
 
DAFTAR SISWA KELAS X SMA N 4 Surakarta 
TAHUN PELAJARAN 2019/2020 
DAFTAR ABSENSI KELAS : X MIPA 5 
Wali kelas :Dra. Siti Nur Wahyuningsih 
NO NIS Nama L/P 
1 24467 ABDUL MALIK SULAIMAN SAID L 
2 24216 ADJI PANGESTU WICAKSONO L 
3 24364 ANISSYA EKA HENDARYATI P 
4 24222 ARIO JAMESBOND ACHMADSYAH L 
5 24398 ARIQ GUSTAMA PASYA L 
6 24256 ARIQ RADHITAMA ARIASATYA L 
7 
 
24295 CATHERINE SHARON RIRIS SILABA P 
8 24142 CHESYA BINTANG CAROLINE P 
9 24296 CINDY NATASHA LALITA P 
10 24472 CINDY THALIA P 
11 24371 EKIDA REHAN FIRMANSYAH L 
12 24264 ERINA NURSYAFITRI P 
13 24406 FAISAL RAHMAT NURYANTO L 
14 24475 FAIZAL ABIZAR L 
15 24269 GLYCERIA ERICHA PUTRI AJIMA P 
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16 24479 HANAFA HASNATA P 
17 24274 JIYI MALIKAH ADILAH P 
18 24546 JOHANNES FELIX RIMBUN L 
19 24277 KARINA CAHYAMENTARI P 
20 24233 MITHA PERMATASARI    P 
21 24411 MUHAMMAD ATTARIQ ADITYA L 
22 24551 MUHAMMAD INDRA NUR PRATAMA  L 
23 24235 MUHAMMAD RAHMANDITO SUSILO  L 
24 24310 MURFID AUFA RACHMAN  L  
25 24239 NADIA DEYA EVANIA  P 
26 24383
  
NADILA FILZA RAHMALINA P 
27 24240 NADYA DINDA SAFIRA P 
28 24241 NAUFAL IRSALY ZIKRI     L  
29 24283 RAESHAD PARANDANGI  L 
30 24554 RAHADIAN ALDI NUGROHO L 
31 24244 RAHMADIANTO ZAKI NUGROHO  L 
32 24426 SANIA CHAIRUNNISA  P 
33 24316 SHAFIA FAHIRA P 
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DOCUMENTATION 
 
 
 
 
1.1 First meeting, the students doing the task to find generic structure of 
recount text, 
 
 
 
1.2 second meeting, the teacher asking the students to make a group for 
discussion. 
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DOCUMENTATION 
 
 
 
1.3 Third meeting, the teacher asking the students to discussion in a peer. 
 
 
 
1.4 fourth meeting, the teacher asking the student to explain their answer 
 
 
 
 
 
